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A high resolution fast neutron time of flight spectrometer has 
been designed and constructed with its associated control units and 
electronics, for the purpose of measuring 14 14ev differential elastic 
and inelastic cross sections with good accuracy, in order to provide 
a test of nuclear models currently used to describe these phenomena. 
The experimental facility provides the capability of measuring 
scattering cross sections of a few mb/sr to a good accuracy over the 
angular range from 20 to 1600. 
Source neutrons are provided by the 3H(d,n4He reaction. Scat-
tered neutrons are detected in a massively shielded NE224 liquid 
scintillator detector located 12-13 metres from the scattering sample. 
A very large volume R 8 litres) neutron detector has been designed 
and developed to achieve high energy resolution and high detection 
efficiency. 
The elastic and inelastic cross sections of neutrons to ten 
excited states of up to 7.9 14eV excitation energy of 209Bi have been 




Monte Carlo simulation has been used to correct for finite source 
and sample effects. 
Spherical and deformed optical model calculations have been used 
to interpret the elastic and inelastic scattering data. 
rPAPTVP - T 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Nuclear Reactions 
One of the most basic interactions in nuclear structure and 
reaction studies is that between a nucleon and a nucleus. Making 
the assumption that the nucleon-nucleus interaction can be des-
cribed as a two body interaction, it is the shell model potential 
which generates nuclear single particle states for structure studies, 
while for reactions it is the interaction between an incident par-
ticle and target nucleus. 
The nucleus-nucleus interaction may be determined either 
theoretically by summing the constituent nucleon-nucleon inter-
actions, known through nucleon-nucleon scattering and studies of 
the deuteronor phenomenologically by seeing which interaction 
gives the best fit to the available experimental data. The former 
approach encounters serious mathematical difficulties if realistic 
calculations are attempted and the latter results in ambiguities 
by failing to produce uniquely valued results, that is, it is 
possible to find several different potentials that give equally 
good fits to the experimental data. Thus the purely phenomeno-
logical approach to the determination of the nucleon-nucleus- inter-
action, is inadequate. It needs to be supplemented by a more basic 
calculation of the interaction from the constituent nucleon-nucleon 
interactions. At present the best results are probably to be found 
by a combination of the microscopic and phenomenological analyses 
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of experimental data. This work will concentrate very heavily on 
the experimental methods for collecting data and the phenomeno-
logical approach for analyses of the data. 
Measurements of differential cross-sections both elastic and 
inelastic, integrated cross-section and polarisation provide 
valuable information about the nature of the nucleon-nucleus in-
teraction mechanism. A nucleon incident on the target nucleus may 
undergo one of the various types of reaction. The relative proba-
bilities of these reactions depend on the structure of the nucleus 
and on how easily the particle can get in and out of the nucleus, 
that is on the energy of the incident particle. As the energy of 
the incident particle increases more reactions become possible. Two 
extremes have been recognised when a nucleon-nucleus collision occurs 
and both are of importance for the understanding of the nuclear re-
action phenomena. The nucleon and nucleus may combine to form a 
highly excited compound system. This compound nucleus stays to-
gether sufficiently long for its excitation energy to be shared more 
or less uniformly by all its constituent nucleons. Then by chance, 
sufficient energy is localised on one nucleon, or one group of nucleons, 
for it to escape and in this way the compound nucleus decays. 
At the other extreme, the incident particle and the target nucleus 
may make just glancing contact and immediately separate without the 
formation of an intermediate compound nucleus, thus it is called a 
direct reaction. 
Many reactions proceed through both modes, Fig. 1.1. One 
essential feature distinguishing the two types of reaction, direct 
and compound, is the time required for each. The compound re- 
action is slow, the direct reaction is fast. The direct reaction 
takes place within the time it takes for the particle to 
Neutron Reaction Channels 
Shape / / elastic Compound etusticj  
Elastic 
scattering 





charge exchange (n,p) 
other reactions (n,cz ) 
Figure (1.1): Direct and Compound Nucleus Processes in Nuclear Reactions. 
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traverse the nuclear diameter, usually about 10 22  second. The 
decay of the compound nucleus takes much longer time, of the order 
-13 -18 
of 10 to 10 second. At present even with the most refined 
electronics the time delay between the two processes can not be 
resolved experimentally. However where competing direct and com-
pound modes exist in the same reaction channel, if one feature is 
dominant, it may be deduced by inspection of the differential cross-
section. Direct processes produce a highly anisotropic distri-
bution, often like a diffraction pattern with a strong forward 
peak and secondary maxima and minima in intensity. Compound dis-
tributions are often close to being isotropic and show symmetry 
about the.90
0 
 scattering angle in centre-of-mass coordinates. 
The compound and direct reactions have different kinematic 
characteristics. A direct, one step reaction favours the transfer 
of only a relatively small amount of energy and readily feeds the 
ground and low excited states of the residual nucleus. On the 
other hand, a compound nucleus prefers to evaporate particles 
with low energies and preferentially feeds the higher excited 
states in the residual nucleus. 
This tendency for the low-lying states of nuclei to be popu-
lated by direct reactions is one of the main reasons for the impor-
tance of these reactions. The nucleus represents a complicated 
many-body problem and, in general, we can only expect the existing 
theories of nuclear structure to give accurate and detailed explana-
tions of the structure of these isolated low energy quantum states. 
The direct reactions have a relatively simple nature, with no com-
plication from an intermediate compound system and are well suited 
to giving information about the relationship between the ground state 
of the target nucleus and the ground or a particular excited state 
of the residual nucleus. The same is not true for the.compound 
nucleus. The dense, highly excited states of nuclei generally 
have complicated structure and we can only expect to understand 
their properties in an average or statistical way(l).  
1.2 Neutron Scattering 
The type of reaction of interest in the present study is fast 
neutron (14.1 MeV) scattering. Due to the absence of the long range 
Coulomb force, neutrons do not suffer any Coulomb interaction and 
hence are not repelled by the target nucleus. This allows them to 
be used as probes with considerably lower energies than that of 
protons and can also simplify the calculations as the relatively 
slowly decaying coulomb interaction requires many partial waves. 
in the analysis.. Neutrons, on the other hand, experience only 
short range strong interaction neutron scattering. Neutron scar-
tering can therefore give direct information about the strong 
interaction and neutron-scattering data should yield more detailed 
information about the nuclear potential than can be obtained for 
example with protons as a probe. 
For neutron-nucleus scattering the energy region between 8 
and 14 NeV is of special applied and theoretical interest. From 
the applied point of view, the differential cross-sections for 
elastic and inelastic scattering from a lengthy list of nuclei 
are important for design considerations for fusion reactors. 
It is necessary to measure these cross-sections for a large 
number of nuclei and at a sufficient number of energies, so that the 
required data can either be obtained directly or else be determined 
from some suitable parameterization. 
From the theoretical point of view, the region above approxi-
mately 10 MeV is a fertile testing ground for nucleon-nucleus direct 
reaction model calculations, as the compound nucleus contributions 
are generally negligible in this energy region  (
2,3), 
A final interest in having cross-section data at energies around 
10-14 MeV relates to the success of proton inelastic scattering 
cross-section data in the 10-20 MeV region in yielding a large 
quantity of nuclear structure information such as nuclear defor-
mations. Neutron data in the same energy range have been useful in 
a similar way, but the quantity of these data is rather poor, and 
additional inelastic data would be valuable for comparing the success 
of calculations for charged particle probes and for neutrons inelas-
tically scattered from similar nuclei. The central objective of this 
work, as will be discussed later, was to design and build a neutron 
scattering system which is capable of measuring inelastic scattering 
cross-sections to the low lying and higher excited states of nuclei 
with sufficient energy resolution and accuracy. 
1.3 The Neutron Optical Model 
The shape of the observed neutron total cross-sections as a 
function of energy and mass number A changes significantly over 
the range of A. This change is, however, not random but gradual. 




This generally smooth variation of total X-section with target 
nucleus and neutron energy suggested to Feshbach, Porter and Weisskopf 6  
that the interaction of a neutron with a nucleus resulting in these 
characteristic shapes, does not depend on detailed features of nuclear 
structure but on some general properties which vary slowly with A, 
say, nuclear radius. Feshbach, Porter and Weisskopf therefore pro-
posed a nuclear model which predicted the total and reaction cross-
sections together with the differential elastic cross-section. In 
this model the nucleus was replaced by a complex one body potential 
that did not depend on the details of nuclear structure, an idea that 
had already been applied with success to scattering of 18 MeV protons 
from M by Le Levier and Saxon (7). The model proposed by Feshbach 
and his colleagues defines the elastic cross-section as the cross-
section for scattering without change of the quantum state of the 
nucleus. The reaction cross-section includes all processes in which 
the residual nucleus is different from or in a state different from 
that of the target nucleus and it is considered to occur after com-
pound nucleus formation. Hence the compound nucleus formation is 
considered as an absorption of the incident beam and is described 
by the imaginary part of a complex potential: 
V(r) = V(r) + iV1(r) (l. 1) 
acting upon the incoming neutron. The elastic scattering is, however, 
caused by the real part of the potential which describes the average 
potential energy of the neutron within the nucleus. 
The potential in (1.1) depends in a simple way upon the mass 
number A through the radius of the nucleus r. 




assumed the potential (1.1) to be a complex square well of the form: 
V(r) = - V(l + IC) for r < R 
(1.2) 
V(r) = 0 for r > R 
in which R is the nuclear radius. 
This potential reproduced the total cross-section for neutrons, the 
angular dependence of the elastic scattering and the cross-section 
for the formation of the compound nucleus. 
Elastic scattering and reaction cross-sections performed with 
high energy resolution exhibit strong fluctuations with energy, which 
to 
are referred as resonances. It is known that the energy level struc- 
ture of the compound nucleus is responsible for these fluctuations, 
but provided that experiments are performed with low-resolution, 
energy averaged elastic scattering cross-sections vary smoothly 
with energy. The one-body potential (1.2) only describes the energy 
averaged cross-section (gross-structure problem) and not the actual 
rapidly varying cross-section due to the resonances. 
Further refinement to the optical potential initially taken 
to be square well (1.2) was introduced by Saxon and Woods (
8)
, when 
the square well failed to reproduce successfully elastic scattering 
cross-sections for heavier nuclei and showed marked disagreement 
with the experimental cross-sections by predicting too large a 
cross-section at larger angles. They showed that this disagreement 
persists, even if the square well parameters are permitted to vary 
over an extensive range and if the nuclear charge is assumed to be 
distributed over the nuclear volume. The work by Saxon and Woods 
CM 
suggested the potential: 
V(r) = Vf(r) + iWg(r) (1.3) 
in which f(r) and g(r) are the Saxon-Woods form factors. 
f(r) = [1 + exp(r -. R)/a] 1, R = rA 
 1/3 
(1.4) 
g(r) has the volume form 
g(r) = [1 + exp(r - R 
V v 
)/a J, R = rAl/3 (1.5) 
where R 
u v U v 
, R are radius parameters and a , a are the surface 
diffuseness parameters and are related to the rate of radial fall-
off of the nuclear matter distribution. Detailed calculations of 
the potential from •the nucleon-nucleon interaction(9)  confirms 
the overall correctness of g(r) and f(r), because the shape 
of f(r) and g(r) is based on the feature of all theconstituent 
nucleon-nucleon interactions. 
In 1959 Lemmer et al. 
(10)
argued that at low energies of the 
order of 1 - 10 MeV, the absorption takes place mainly in the 
nuclear surface and the expression to represent this surface absorp-





r _ r AU3  
.1 + exp I aD 
At high energies, of the order of 100 14eV, it is more likely 
that the absorption takes place throughout the nucleus and so a 
volume type form factor (1.5-) is more appropriate 9 . 
In the early 1960's the optical model was extended to include 
neutron polarisation effects by scattering when accurate polarisa-
tion data became available. The extension resulted in the addition 
of a spin-orbit term to the optical model potential (1.3) 
2 df (r) 






where f(r) = [1 ~ exp( 5y R = r 
a 5 5 
Various analyses of differential cross-section data were per-
formed successfully. Good fits to the experimental data can be 
obtained by using potential parameters a % 0.6 fm, R 1.25 fm, 
V 40 14eV, W 10 14eV and V 8 14eV as starting values and 
so 
then adjusting them systematically to optimise the fit to selected 
data. The above empirical (local) optical model potential para-
meters have been found to have a strength which varies with 
bombarding energy. The energy dependence in. general arises in 
two ways, partly because the effective interaction is non-local 
and partly because of an intrinsic energy dependence. In 1962 
Perey and Buck (1
1) 
 reanalysed the available experimental data 
and demonstrated that a simple non-local model was able to give 
a unified account of a variety of experimental data for nuclei 
ranging from AL to Pb and energies up to 24 14eV, when allowance 
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for compound elastic scattering was made at lower energies. 
An equivalent local potential to that of Perey and Buck was 
later obtained by Wilmore and Hodgson (12)  
Since the early 1950's the optical model of the nucleus has been 
applied with remarkable success to analyse a wide body of neutron 
scattering data and several global parameter sets have been found 
that give generally excellent fits over a range of neutron energies 
and target nuclei. Amongst those mentioned earlier are the non-local 
- (11) (12) potential of Perey and Buck , its local equivalent , and the 
nucleon potentials of Becchetti and Greenlees for proton and 
neutron data of energies less than 50 MeV and nuclei A > 40. 
In recent years calculations of varying degrees of complexity 
have been made in order to understand nucleon-nucleus elastic 
scattering from a realistic internucleon force. One approach is 
to obtain the optical potential essentially by considering the 
nuclear matter density in a finite nucleus. The work of Jeukenne 
(14-16) (17,18) et al. and Brieva and Rook has been particularly 
successful. Already the calculated potentials are able to give 
a good overall fit to the experimental data although not of the 
same quality as those obtained in phenomenological analyses. 
Brieva and Rook  (19)  studied the range of validity of their model 
by making a detailed comparison of theoretical results with ex-
perimental cross-section and polarisation data for proton and 
neutron elastic scattering from different nuclei and over a wide 
range of energies. They concluded that neutron scattering data 
above about 10 MeV incident energy is in good agreement with the 
calculation. Their calculation for proton scattering, however, 
had rather poor quality of fit, particularly in the backward angle 
Doc 
region. 
1.3.1 The extended optical model 
During the last two decades, one asked the spherical optical 
model approximation to reproduce qualitative and quantitative 
features of elastic scattering of nucleons. While it was success-
ful, physicists went further and hoped the optical model would give 
a qualitative and quantitative description of elastic scattering 
and inelastic scattering. This required the expansion of the total 
wavefunction in terms of the wavefünctidns in all the energetically 
allowed reaction channels and the solution of the corresponding many-
body Schrödinger wave equation. This is an impossibly complicated 
task and so the spherical optical model approximation, by not con-
sidering this expansion, suffers from the disadvantage that it gives 
no information about the cross-section in the individual reaction 
channels. 
The optical model can be extended to take explicit account of 
one or more reaction channels by expanding the total wavefunction in 
terms of the wavefunction in the elastic channel and in the selected 
reaction channels, and taking account of the remaining reaction 
channels by an appropriately reduced absorbing potential (20). 
This extension of the optical model to inelastic scattering of 
particles from collective excited states led to the coupled channel 
optical model  (21).  There is in principle no limit to the number 
of reaction channels that can be included in this way. In practice, 
however, the main limitation is computational time of solving 
arm 
sets of coupled differential equations. It is useful therefore to 
include in such a calculation only those channels that are strongly 
coupled to the elastic channel, and these are usually few in number. 
The cross-section in weakly coupled channels can be calculated with 
sufficient accuracy by the distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) 22 . 
In this calculation, which is based on an extension of the optical 
model to include the scattering from non-spherical potentials, the 
incoming and outgoing waves are distorted by the same potential as 
the corresponding elastic scattering interaction, and it is assumed 
that the elastic scattering is essentially unaffected by the in-
elastic process being considered, Buck and Hodgson  (23),  the non-
spherical parts of the potential induce inelastic scattering to the 
collective states. The magnitude of the cross-section for inelastic 
scattering is proportional to the square of the deformation of the 
optical potential which can be found by comparison with experiment. 
1.4 Review of Past Work 
The scattering of 14 MeV neutrons is mainly governed by the 
direct reaction process. Being a single step process, the direct 
reaction, as discussed earlier in Section 1.1, favours the transfer 
of relatively small amounts of energy and readily feeds the ground 
and low excited states of the residual nucleus. 
The excitation of low-lying collective nuclear states by a 
direct nuclear interaction has for some time been known to be an 
important process in the scattering of alpha particles and in proton 
(24) 5catter1ng. It is believed, Stelson et al. that the 
scattering of fast neutrons should also strongly excite these 
collective states. The main difficulty in measuring scattering 
to the low lying excited states is experimentally resolving the 
various scattered neutron groups. The following summarizes some 
of the important measurements in the energy region of 14 -l5 MeV 
on the excitation of low lying collective states. 
Goldberg et al. (26) reported measurements for the excitation 
of low lying states by 14 MeV neutrons for the relatively light 
679 12 16 24 28 32 nuclei, Li, Li, Be, C, 0, Mg, Si and S. Time of 
flight or the proton recoil technique in photographic emulsions 
were used to separate elastic and inelastic neutron. groups. The 
observed shapes of the angular distribution for inelastic neutron 
scattering were fairly well reproduced by the direct interaction 
theory. Due to the poor energy resolution (1.3 MeV), however., 
their measurements were limited to light nuclei with the first 
excited state larger than 2 Ne$2728). Clarke and cross(29) 
studied elastic scattering and inelastic scattering to the first 
excited state for C, Mg, Si and S. Their results have been 
interpreted in terms of the deformed optical model and they found 
deformations for Mg, Si and S which agree well with the electro-
magnetic values. They used the time of flight technique with 
rather poor energy resolution (900 key) and measured cross-sections 
only for the first excited state. 
. 
Stelson et alJ25 measured differential cross-sections for the 
inelastic scattering of 14 MeV neutrons to low lying collective 
states for 13 elements from Mg to Bi. Their observed shapes 
agreed with the prediction of the direct interaction mechanism. 
-14- 
Time of flight technique with 450 key energy resolution was used 
in their work to separate elastic groups from inelastic groups. 
They studied excited states up to about 4 MeV for heavy nuclei 
and up to approximately 5 MeV for lighter nuclei. P. Kuijper et 
investigated the elastic and inelastic scattering of 14.8 
MeV neutrons by Bi, Sr and Na. They also used the time of flight 
technique. Their energy resolution was however poor (900 keV 
for 14 MeV incident neutron energy). Neutron groups due to the 
excitation of states at 2.6 MeV, 4,.2 MeV and 5.5 MeV in Bi and 
at 1.84 and 2.74 MeV in Sr were observed. They showed the angular 
distributions of inelastic scattering were consistent with the 
DWBA prediction. The magnitude of their cross-section for Bi 
was however substantially higher than that of Stelson et a1. (25) 
As a result of the larger cross-section measured, their calculated 
deformation parameter for the excited states of Bi was 1.8 times 
larger than that reported by Stelson et al. 
Excitation of the states of Bismuth at 2.66, 4.36 and 5.80 
MeV by 14 MeV neutrons was studied by Matoba et al. and they 
interpreted their data by DWBA calculation. The time of flight 
system they used for separating neutron groups also suffered from 
poor energy resolution (650 keV for 14 MeV neutrons). 
-15- 
1.5 Experimental Method 
The major experimental difficulty for the measurement of 
neutron scattering from the excited states is the limited ability 
of neutron scattering systems to separate various neutron groups. 
The review of past work shows that the energy resolution 
achieved in each case was the decisive and also the limiting 
factor in their final success in order to do useful inelastic 
scattering measurements, particularly when medium and heavy nuclei 
with low excited states were involved. 
Due to the neutral nature of the neutron the time of flight 
(T.0.F.) technique is at present the most powerful and widely used• 
technique for neutron spectroscopy. It is in principle the measure-
ment of neutron energy by measuring the time taken for it to cover 
a certain distance. This technique has been used by many experi-
menters elsewhere. Watson et alJ32 used a time of flight system 
for high neutron energy study (50 MeV) and Rapaport et alJ33  
measured inelastic cross-sections of 7 - 26 MeV neutrons by the 
time of flight technique. 
Another less successful technique being adopted in recent years, 
mainly for low neutron energy experiments, is proton recoil spectrum 
unfolding 
 (34)
, This technique is based on the unfolding of proton 
recoil pulse height data measured with organic scintillators, and 
involves processing of the proton recoil spectrum by rather com-
plicated computer programs which introduce some uncertainty in 
spectrum unfolding results. The performance of this technique is 
ultimately dependent upon the pulse height resolution of the detector. 
-16- 
On the other hand, however, the interpretation of the time of 
flight spectrum is usually a much more straightforward task and 
does not require much effort provided the various energy groups 
are reasonably separated. 
Two methods of time of flight spectroscopy are known, depending 
on whether pulsed beam accelerators or d.c. beam accelerators are 
employed in the T.O.F. system. In the pulsed beam time of flight 
method a sub nano second pulsed beam from an accelerator bombards 
the neutron producing target. The neutron time of flight from the 
target to the scattering sample and then to the neutron detector 
is measured and with a sufficiently long flight path elastic and 
different inelastic neutrons can be identified. The beam pickoff 
and the neutron detector record zero time "START" and "STOP" of 
the flight time respectively. 
In an alternative method with a continuous d.c. beam accelerator, 
the associated particle technique may be utilised for time of flight 
spectroscopy, The associated particle, emitted in coincidence 
with the neutron, provides the "START" pulse and the neutron 
detector provides the "STOP' pulse. 
Due to the numerous attractive features of the time of flight 
technique in general and the associated particle technique in 
particular, it was decided that the latter method should be 
employed in our laboratory, in which a d.c. beam of deuteron 
of about :250 keV energy bombards a tritium target to undergo the 
H(d,n)He reaction. Neutrons are then scattered by a scattering 
sample before being detected by a neutron detector at about 12.6 m 
distance from the target. In this arrangement the neutron and its 
-17- 
associated alpha particle are detected in coincidence and the 
finite beam pulsed time duration in the pulsed beam time of flight 
technique does not contribute to the overall time spread of the 
associated particle T.O.F. spectrum. In addition the coincidence 
detection method provides "electronic collimation" of the neutron 
beam with the effect of considerable reduction in background. 
The choice of flight path depends upon the overall time 
resolution of the detectors and electronics, the energy resolution 
that one would aim for, and the affordable detector size for 
maintaining useful counting efficiency without deteriorating the 
time resolution of the detector. 
The central interest of this project is to develop and 
construct a complete time of flight system which includes the 
beam transport system, target and associated particle detector 
assembly, high intrinsic efficiency neutron detector and its 
associated electronics with good time resolution, neutron col-
limator and shielding and finally the design of the necessary 
electronics for data collection and transfer. 
It was decided to.measure neutron scattering from Bismuth-209 
for the following reasons: 
Inelastic scattering to bismuth is useful in identifying 
collective states in which the lead 208 core is excited. 
The previous measurements on the differential inelastic 
cross-section of bismuth at 14 MeV suffer from being limited to 
only a few excited states and also from a large disagreement 
existing among these data. It seemed therefore probable that 
with better energy resolution, differential inelastic scattering 
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to higher and more states could be investigated. Being a single 
isotope (100% abundancy) Bismuth 209 has the advantage of resulting 
in less complicated scattering spectra for analysis. 
This report presents in the following chapters a detailed 
description of the design,. building and testing procedure of various 
parts of the time of flight scattering system, with its associated 
instrumentation. The system has been designed so that it is possible 
to achieve an energy resolution of better than 300 key for 14 MeV 
neutrons. This energy resolution is sufficient for most nuclei in 
particular for medium and light nuclei. 
A computer program necessary for the analysis of time of 
flight spectra with overlapping peaks was developed specially for 
this project. Differential elastic and inelastic scattering of 
Bismuth is presented. 
For analysis of the differential cross-section data the 
Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) optical model program 
(DCK-4) 35 was modified for the EMAS (Edinburgh Multi Access 
System) FORTRAN compiler. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ASSOCIATED PARTICLE 
TIME OF FLIGHT (T.O.F) SYSTEM 
2.1 Introduction to Neutron T.O.F. Method 
There are a number of reasons why it is difficult to measure 
neutron energies with high resolution and reasonable efficiency. 
Among them are the lack of net electric charge on the neutron, 
which rules out the use of all forms of electro-magnetic and 
direct ionisation spectrometers, the difficulties of producing 
well-collimated, intense fluxes of neutrons within narrow ranges 
of energy, the high level of background radiation that frequently 
accompanies the neutron group of interest due to competing re-
actions in the neutron producing target, and the need to use in-
direct methods for detecting neutrons. In spite of these diffi-
culties, several methods of neutron spectroscopy have been developed, 
most important of them is the measurement of proton recoil energy 
and time of flight measurements. The latter has emerged as the 
leading method up date; it is widely used throughout nuclear and 
particle physics and is the best technique known for energy deter-
mination of neutrons emerging from reactions such as (n,n'), (  3. He,n), 
(P,n) and (4He,n). 
Three years after Chadwick!s  discovery of the neutron in 1932, 
Dunning et al. (36) developed a neutron velocity selector. A two 
shutter system of rotating metal discs, each with sectors of cadmium, 
was used to generate pulses of neutrons from the continuous flux from 
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a radon-beryllium source surrounded by paraffin wax as moderating 
material, and to select the neutron groups of definite speed. The 
energy of the neutrons selected depended on the distance between 
the discs, on their speed of rotation, and on their relative phase. 
This work formed the basis for the general development of neutron 
velocity selectors, or time of flight spectrometers. 
In 1938, Alvarez  (37)  used the time of flight technique to dis-
criminate fast (MeV) neutrons and low energy (eV) neutrons. Accord-
ing to Alvarez the possibility of using neutron T.O.F. spectroscopy 
as a general method had been discussed at Berkeley as early as 1936. 
During two decades following the work of Alvarez, pulsed neutron 
sources became available using reactions induced by protons, 
deuterons and alpha particles from Cockcroft-Walton generators, 
Cyclotrons and Vdn de Graaff accelerators. 
The principle of the T.O.F. method is as follows. The speed of 
a neutron can be determined by measuring the time tn  that it takes 
to travel a measured distance 9. in free space. For non-relativistic 
neutrons equation (2.1) applies to t, 9., and En: 
t 
= 
I E0  '12 72.298 n51 (2.1) 
N.R 2E C2j 
In order to determine t 
n  one needs to know the start and stop time 
of the neutron under investigation. 
An essential part of the problem of neutron T.O.F. measurement 
is therefore the precise determination of the starting time or "zero 
time" of the neutron. Three basic methods have been commonly used 
for obtaining this zero time. These methods are, namely, oscillator 
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pickoff, target pick-off and the associated particle method. The 
first two methods require pulsed beams, while the third, the 
associated particle method, makes possible time of flight measure-
ments with d.c. beams. 
In addition, the associated particle technique has other advan-
tages, such as: 
When only two particles are produced in the reaction, 
as in 2H(d,n)He and 3H(d,n)He1 the two detector angles, neutron 
and .the associated particle detectors, are no longer independent, 
with the result that a beam of neutrons having a known and well 
defined direction and flux is obtained without the use of a col-
limator. Thus the neutron beam is still monoenergetic after its 
direction is defined and degradation of the neutron energy by 
scattering in a collimator is avoided. 
The time zero is obtained without the use of a pulsed 
neutron source, and with an uncertainty dependent only on electronics 
and on the alpha path geometry. In the case of the pulsed beam, 
however, another source of uncertainty is involved in addition to 
the electronics uncertainty, that is the pulse burst duration 
which is in fact the limiting factor in the time resolution 
achievable in a pulsed beam T.O.F. system. 
If the neutron flight time uncertainty from all sources is 
At and the distance uncertainty due to the finite thickness of 
the neutron producing target, and the finite thickness of the 
neutron detector, is AL then for a non-relativistic neutron 
the uncertainty AE in measuring the kinetic energy. En  is: 
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[Mz At 




If, as is often the case << then: 
n 
AE At At 
- . E 
- 
- 2--- 
n (2.3)  n n 
The equation (2.3) shows that in order to improve the energy 
resolution AE 
n n 
at a certain neutron energy E and with the 
achievable time resolution At, the flight path L should be 
increased. For instance, for 14 14eV neutron energy, a desired 
energy resolution of better than 200 key and with a time resolu 
tion of around 1.5ns (1.5 x lO second) equation (2.2) results 
in the requirement of a neutron flight path of over 11 metres. 
The increase of the neutron flight path is, however, limited 
by the resolving time of the time of flight system since the solid 
angle varies as the square of the neutron flight path and the 
random coincidence rate: 
Random rate = 2tN20 
A Q n A n (2.4) 
would soon dominate the real coincidence rate / 
Real rate 
= N&A2cAc n (2.5) 
and would become the limiting feature as flight path was increased 
to provide neutron energy resolution. In (2.4) and (2.5) N is 
the neutron source disintegration rate and r is the resolving time 
I, 
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of the system, PACA  and Qe are the product of the solid angle 
and efficiency respectively of the neutron and the associated par-
ticle detector. 
To use such a long flight path successfully, the real coin-
cidence rate should be increased by the choice of a reasonably large 
scattering sample, large neutron detector with higher efficiency, 
while suppressing random coincidence rate by designing an efficient 
collimator and shielding both for neutron producing target and for 
the neutron detector. - 
2.2 Basic Design Consideration for Associated Particle T.O.P. System 
2.2.1 Design and construction of the beam transport and vacuum 
system 
Having determined the necessary neutron flight path for achieving 
sufficient energy resolution, the next step was to decide how the re-
quired long flight path could be fitted into the laboratory. The 
insufficient length of the laboratory was the major limitation for 
accommodating the necessary flight path. In addition two other 
experiments were running when this work started. They occupied, 
with their equipment and shieldings, most of the laboratory floor. 
The work therefore had to be preceded by arranging a 3 metre 
extension of the beam line from the analysing magnet towards the 
laboratory end wall, attaching a magnet chamber to the beam line 
with the aim of bending the beam upwards and by taking the beam 
to a suitable height from the floor to the space above the accelerator 
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Figure 2.1: Experimental layout of high resolution neutron time-of-flight (T.O.F.) system. 
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First a multi port magnet chamber was coupled to the beam line 
and the deflecting magnet carefully positioned to provide a facility 
to experiment and to examine the deflected beam at several angles 
to check the capability of the magnet to maintain the focus and 
stability of the beam. 
To establish the optimum condition of the deflecting system 
for achieving a well focused and stable beam, some tests were 
carried out which involved running the accelerator at various 
deuteron energies and also deflecting the beam through various 
angles while checking the beam stability and focus on a quartz 
blank at the end of each magnet chamber outlet. 
In order to decide the deuteron energy to be used for neutron 
production a compromise had to be made between the better focusing 
condition of the accelerator beam at energies above 250 key and 
the necessity for reducing the heat produced in the deflecting 
magnet coils, which was more of a problem as deuteron energy was 
increased. Since the neutron producing reaction would give maxi-
mum yield at lower deuteron energy (around 100 key) and also 
because of the desire to reduce the power consumed in the magnet 
by feeding less current through it, it was decided to use deuterons 
of a minimum energy of 250 keV. At this energy the tests in-
dicated that deflecting the beam through 90° was not possible 
without overloading the magnet supply and overheating the magnet 
coil itself. The system was then set up for a deflecting angle 
of 75° and the multi angle magnet chamber was replaced with a 
newly designed and specially built magnet chamber having a beam 
outlet only at 750. The purpose of this replacement was to reduce 
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the chance of vacuum leaks by using a chamber with a reduced number 
of brCted joints. The chamber was made from 38 inn x 18 mm 
rectangular section waveguide. 
To transport the beam to a suitable height after deflection a 
- -- further upward extension-of-the beam-line--was necessary. This ex-
tension amounted to about 2 metres from the magnet chamber to the 
3 4 
1H(d,n)2He reaction chamber. 
At a distance of 65 cm from the neutron producing target and 
along the upward extension of the beam line a stabilizing slit 
system was installed to deal by feedback, with any instability 
of the beam due to the energy fluctuation of the accelerator in 
the course of experiment. 
Since the existing vacuum pumping system could not cope with 
the new beam line system after extension, two more pumping systems 
had to be added, one in the vicinity of the deflecting magnet 
supported on the laboratory floor and the second pump close to the 
target chamber which was supported by a rigid framework at the 
height of n 2 metres from the laboratory floor. 
Further beam stability and steering tests were carried out 
with the addition of a small magnet for fine adjustment of the 
deuteron beam vertically before entering the deflecting magnet 
chamber. 
A substantial amount of framework had to be designed and 
constructed prior to setting up the vacuum beam line in order to 
support firmly and reliably the beam line, its vacuum pumping 
system, target chamber and the necessary equipment in the target 
area. This framework supported satisfactorily massive paraffin 
wax shielding used around the target area, making a "target room". 
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with paraffin wax walls. This heavy shielding was required both 
as biological shielding around the tritium target and for the 
background suppression. Attached to the "target room" is a 3 
metres long collimator which was also supported by the framework. 
The framework is designed so that access to target for changing 
and to vacuum pump system for servicing is relatively easy. 
2.2.2 Design of the T.O.F. system 
Setting up of the beam transport vacuum system was the first 
step towards the design and construction of a high resolution 
neutron time of flight system to be employed for accurate measure-
ment of differential elastic and inelastic scattering cross-
sections at 14.1 14eV neutron energy over the angular range of 20 
to 160 degrees. 
The system was designed so that the space above the beam lines 
and the accelerator could be utilized for the long flight path of 
the neutrons, Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. 
Deuterons with 250 keV energy undergo the 3H(d,n)He reaction 
on a thin tritium target, producing 14.1 14eV neutrons. 
Neutrons from the target are scattered by a cylindrical 
(50 mm dia. X  50 mm high) scattering sample which was positioned 
at an approximate distance of 20 cm from the centre of target 
and at the centre of the neutron beam defined by detection of the 
associated He nuclei in a plastic scintillation counter. The 
distance between target and scattering sample had to be increased 
to about 28 cm for 20° angle of scattering to avoid the target 
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Figure 2.2: Part of the floor plan of the T.O.F. Experimental layout. 
A Main collimator CM Neutron beam monitor 
B Tapered collimator insert P Platform parallel to the, scattering plane. 
C Shadow shield S Scattering sample 
D & E Moveable collimator T Neutron producing target 
Part of the target room. Position of the scattering sample and 
beam monitor detector in relation to the beam line, and target 
chamber is shown at 900  scattering angle. 
I 
View of the neutron detector room from the collimator 
position. Part of the extension of the main collimator 
can be seen at the bottom of the picture. 
The large neutron detector position at 2.5 metres above the "detector 
room" floor. The detector collimator made into the paraffin wax wall 
is also shown. 
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being seen by the detector.. 
The choice of scattering sample size was a compromise between 
achieving high scattered flux and minimising finite sample size 
effects such as neutron flux attenuation and multiple scattering, 
whereas target to sample distance was governed by the size of the 
neutron cone at the scattering sample position and the angular 
range over which measurement is to be performed. Sample to neutron 
detector distance was chosen on the basis of the distance required 
to achieve the desired energy resolution and space available in 
the laboratory. 
To change the scattering angle the scattering sample was 
rotated around the neutron producing target, by rotating the target 
chamber and the scattering sample fixed to it, around the beam 
line axis in the scattering plane, while the neutron detector and 
its associated shielding stays stationary at a fixed position. 
Having determined the dimensions of target-scattering sample, 
neutron detector geometry, a full size layout of the target-
scatterer region was drawn to establish the dimensions of the neutron 
collimator aperture to cover the whole angular range of interest and 
to ensure that the neutron cone monitor, which is moved around the 
target assembly in the same manner as the scattering sample, can 
not be "seen" by the neutron detector at any particular scattering 
angle between 200  - 1600. 
On the question of the design of the neutron detector a com-
promise was made between detection efficiency and time resolution 
of the detector. On the basis of this compromise a very large 
neutron detector, consisting of 8 litres liquid scintillator, was 
Om 
designed and made for the present work, which meets both require-
ments of high efficiency and good timing properties. 
More than 6 tonnes of paraffin wax and a ton of concrete was 
used for containing unwanted neutron background at the target area, 
neutron collimation, and shielding the neutron detector. 
Two other neutron detectors, designed for handling high 
counting rates, were made. These detectors were used for neutron 
monitoring, normalization and test purposes. 
A table shape platform 75 cm x 150 cm, positioned near the 
target chamber parallel to the reaction plane, supports the neutron 
cone monitor detector in the reaction plane, Fig. (2.2). 
2.3 3H(d,n)He As Neutron Producing Reaction 
The 14.1Mev neutron beam used for this study was supplied 
through the 3H(d,n)4He reaction. Neutrons of energies up to 30 MeV 
have been produced by tills reaction (
38) 
 which is attractive in many 
ways. The very high Q value of the reaction, 17.586 MeV, makes 
possible the production of high energy neutrons with relatively low 
input energy. Because of this high Q value, the neutron energy 
is relatively insensitive to the angle of emission for the region of 
low deuteron bombarding energy, and high reaction cross-section. 
At a deuteron energy of 250 keV the neutron energy varies-around 
14.1 MeV at 90° by only about 7%. The alpha particle produced in 
the reaction associated with 14.1 MeV neutrons has an energy of 
3.7 MeV and makes this reaction particularly attractive for high 
energy neutron time of flight experiments with low energy accelerators. 
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Figs. 2.3 - 2.5 show the kinematics of the D-T reaction cal-
culated from the formulation given by Marion and Young (39).  
2.4 3H(c,n)He Reaction Chamber Assembly 
- 3 Fig. (2.6) shows a sectional view of the H(d,n) 4  2He reaction 
chamber for the production of 14.1 MeV neutrons. The chamber was 
rectangular of 198 inn length and 100 mm width, made of stainless 
steel, which has a much smaller fast neutron cross-section per unit 
of strength than other materials such as. aluminium alloy or brass. 
A cylindrical steel tube of 60 mm external diameter, fixed to one 
side of the chamber, coupled it to the deuteron beam line and a 
nearby cold trapped vacuum pump. 
The target, supplied by Amersham International, consisted of 
a tritium impregnated titanium layer on a copper backing. The 
target was soft soldered onto the centre of a thin copper target 
holder of 70 inn diameter, which is in turn fixed to a circular 
stainless steel base. A pair of tubes attached to this base pro-
vides sufficient water cooling to avoid thermal outgasing of 
tritium from the titanium. The target holder was attached to the 
chamber by means of four hand tightened screws allowing easy 
access to the target. The angle between the target holder disc 
and the incident deuteron beam is 35'-. This disc is electrically 
isolated from the chamber by a rubber 0 ring and insulating 
inserts around the screws to make an approximate measurement of 
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Figure 2.6: 3H(d,n)4He 
2 reaction chamber assembly. 






energy bombards the target through a 2 mm diameter aperture in a 
circular aluminium disc fitted in the beam line at a distance of 
approximately 20 cm from the target centre. This aperture is also 
electrically isolated from the, rest of the bean line and deuteron 
current on it was used to optimise the accelerator condition and 
the deflection angle. 
Although the 3H(d,n)He reaction has a maximum yield at 100 
key deuteron energy, the 250 key deuteron energy chosen, was a com-
promise between the quality of accelerator focus and obtainable 
yield. Below this energy the beam focus deteriorates. In addition 
the use of a low energy deuteron beam was beneficial in order to 
reduce heat produced in the deflecting magnet. The energy loss 
of 250 key in Titanium is 88 keV4tJ).  The average deuteron energy 
is therefore estimated to be 200 ± 50 key and the yield obtained 
at this energy was found to be adequate. 
An aluminium plate with a rectangular aperture of 25 mm height 
and 12.5 mm width and at a distdnce of 84 mm from the centre of the 
target defines the associated alpha particle cone. The cone is 
centred on an angle of (80° ± 0.5°) to the incident deuteron beam. 
The He particle detector is discussed in detail in Section 2.5. 
A thin scintillator was used with the scintillator on the inside 
of a window in the vacuum chamber. The photomultiplier was fitted 
into a light tight aluminium tube and bolted to the reaction chamber 
in contact with the window. The light tight tube conveniently 
houses a 2" photomultiplier (56 AVP) and the photomultiplier base. 
This arrangement makes access to the alpha detector photomultiplier 
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assembly possible without disturbing the vacuum system. 
The neutron beam associated with the detected He particles 
is emitted at an angle of 88degrees relative to the incident 
deuteron beam. The energy of alpha particles and that of neutrons 
at these angles is 3.7 MeV and 14.1 14eV respectively, Figs. 
(2.3) - (2.5). 
2.5 The Associated Alpha Particle Detector 
There are few reactions other than 3H(d,n)He that might take 
place in the tritium target 
 (41,42) 
 and result in other particles in 
addition to He particles. These particles are, namely: 
Ci) Primary or scattered neutrons 
Coulomb scattered deuterons 
3 H particles from the 21l(d,n)3He reaction and 
tritons from the 2H(d,p)T reaction, both of which 
are due to the drive in deuterons. 
4 H from the He(d,p)He reaction 
Protons from 12C(d,p) 13C reaction originating from 
carbon deposited on the target. 
The alpha detector has, however, negligible efficiency for 
either scattered or primary neutrons due to the detector thickness. 
TO reduce the large number of elastically scattered deuteron and 
to exclude light from the target, a piece of aluminium foil of 
0.0025 mm thickness was introduced in front of the NE102A plastic 
scintillator. 
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The reactions pointed out above ((ii) to (v)) have comparatively 
low cross section (43)  . In fact, since the target life time was very 
short due to the oil contamination, possibly from vacuum pumps, there 
was hardly enough time for significant deuteron drive in process to 
occur and therefore the contribution of 2H(d,n)3He and 2H(d,p)T 
reactions is negligible. All particles, including He particles 
coming through the aluminium foil deposit some energy and the de-
tector:'s thickness is chosen so that particle discrimination can 
be made. 
The range of deuterons of 250 key energy in aluminium foil 
is estimated to be 0.0023 mm (
4o), 
and thus they are stopped within 
the foil. Alpha particles from the D-T reaction, however, reach 
the scintillator with 3.3Mev energy after losing 0.43 MeV in the 
foil  (44)  and therefore have a range of 0.01 zimi in the plastic 
scintillator (45)  in which they are detected with 100% efficiency. 
The scintillator NE102A, of 0.8 mm thickness, was the 
thinnest available (supplied by Nuclear Enterprises, Edinburgh), 
chosen in order to reduce the detection of primary neutrons and 
protons to a minimum. 
The neutron detection efficiency of the alpha detector was 
calculated to be only 0.3% for 14 MeV neutrons, using either the 
Drosg formula (46) or that of Fowler et al. (47)  
For use as alpha detector initially a disc of NE102A plastic 
scintillator (025mm x  2 mm) was machined from a large piece of 
scintillator and polished with perspex polish No. 3, manufactured 
by I.C.I. Due to its excessive thickness, however, this detector 
was found to be more sensitive to primary neutrons with the detection 
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efficiency of 0.7%. The detector was particularly sensitive to the 
product of the 12 13  C(d,n) 7N reaction which leads to the emission of 
a positron from 1 N. From the increase in yield of positrons or 
possibly annihilation photons as the running progressed and from 
the half life of 1 N (2 10 minutes), it was concluded that the 
12 13 
C(d,n)N reaction was involved. As the solution to this problem 
which could increase random background, thin NE102A plastic 
scintillator commercially available from Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. 
was used. 
-the 
To cope with high alpha counting rate, which can easily cause 
saturation in the photomultiplier and therefore result in pulse 
height instability, a special dynode chain had to be designed for 
the associated alpha particle detector, high power Zener diodes 
were employed between photocathode and first dynode where focusing 
of the photoelectrons is of great importance and also over the 
last five stages of the tube where space charge saturation is more 
likely to occur. The tapered voltage distribution at the end of the 
tube ensured unsaturated fast signals suitable for timing applica-
tion. To achieve a high degree of stability the chain design pro-
vides a current of 100 times that of average current at the anode. 
Fig. (2.7) shows the dynode chain designed to handle counting rates 
of more than 3 x 10 c/sec. 
The alpha detector with thinner scintillator and the newly 
designed dynode chain were carefully tested to examine the per-
formance of the detector at high counting rates. The behaviour 
of the detector proved to be satisfactory and no serious satura-
tion of the photomultiplier tube due to the high counting rate 
was observed. Fig. (2.8) demonstrates the alpha spectrum from 
56 AV P 
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Figure 2.7: Associated particle detector dynode chain. 
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The timing performance of the associated alpha particle detec-
tor was also tested, together, with one of our large neutron 
detectors (chapter 3) (20 cm x 5 cm) , NE224 liquid scintillator. 
The test was carried out by detecting direct 14.1 neutrons from 
the 3H(d,n4He reaction at about 13 metres flight path. A time 
resolution of almost 1 nano second (lO g second) (FWHM) was 
achieved with approximately 2 MeV proton energy threshold. This 
time spread includes all sources of time spread such as neutron 
flight path spread, due to the finite size of the neutron de-
tector, alpha particle flight path spread, and time spread as a 
result of the electronics triggering. 
The block diagram for the time resolutidn test is shown in 
Fig. (2.9). 
2.6 The Three Position Sample changer Hardware and Electronics 
A. Hardware 
Change of scattering sample to reference sample and removing 
the sample from the neutron beam for background determination could 
be achieved automatically by means of the sample changer and its 
associated electronics. This automation was essential to avoid the 
hazardous procedure of changing the scattering sample manually in 
the presence of the high neutron flux from the tritium target. 
Fig. (2.10) shows the sample changer hardware. It consists 
of three identical 025 mm ID and 5 mm depth cup holders. Each 
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stainless steel tubes are inserted into three holes made round a 
conical shaped wheel at 120° intervals. Sample arms are held 
firmly inside these holes by means of a compressed 0 ring 
mechanism. 
An electric synchronous a.c. motor and gearbox drive system, 
rotates the wheel with a speed of 1 revolution per minute when it 
receives a signal from the pulse height analyser (NE4694) through 
the control electronics unit which is especially designed and 
built for this experiment. 
The accurate positioning of scattering samples is achieved by 
using three opto slots. A perspex disc rotating on the same axis 
as the sample changer is continuously passing through the opto 
slots and with a light barrier black tape on the edge of it, can 
intercept the infra-red light and trigger the slotted opto switch. 
The position of the opto switches on the fixed body of the sample 
changer can be accurately adjusted to result in precise positioning 
of the scattering sample inside the neutron cone. 
A small bearing supports the wheel's shaft inside the main body 
of the sample changer. The whole mechanism, made of aluminium, is 
fitted on top of the reaction chamber making an angle of about 10°  
with the top surface of the chamber. The design allows easy 
alteration of target to sample distance and movement of the sample 
in three dimensions. 
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B. Solid State Control Electronics 
Fig. (2.11) shows the solid state control electronics of the 
sample changer. The operating sequences are the following: 
The electric a.c. motor stays on until one of the three 
positions sensed by the three slotted opto switches is reached, 
one of these switches is then activated which transmits a logic 
signal through a pulse driving circuit (2N1711), a Schmitt trigger 
(7414) and a precision timer (R52240) to a triac (RS308-196) which 
controls the power to the motor. The motor is then switched off 
and both (400 Laben and NE1024) analysers and the scalers are 
switched to "COUNT" mode by the timer signal. The information 
provided by the status of the three opto switches (3 bit word). 
is simultaneously used by a 74139 (2-to-4 decoder/Multiplexer) 
for routing the data to the appropriate subgroup and appropriate 
scaler. . 
After the preset time governed by the P22240 programable timer 
elapses analysers and scalers are -switched to "STOP" mode and the 
motor is switched "ON" through the triac. 
The status of the sample changer and the motor is displayed 
by three light emitting diodes (LED) on the front panel of the 
sample changer control unit in the control room of the accelerator. 
The conventional 74 series TTL logic was used for the control 
circuitry. It was however necessary to design a special driving 
unit for automatic operation of the Laben 400 channel analyser 
which is based on RTL logic circuitry. 
Fig. 2.12 shows the interconnection between various parts 
of the data storage units. 













Figure 2.11: The solid state control 
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Figure 2.12: The interconnection between various 






2.7 Shielding and Collimation for Fast Neutrons 
Measurement of elastic and inelastic differential cross-section 
for fast neutrons involves severe shielding problems. 
To demonstrate the severity of the problem of reducing unwanted 
neutron flux at the detector position a comparison can be made be-
tween the number of sample neutrons and source neutrons at the 
neutron detector position. An estimate (
48,49) 
 of the number of 
scattered neutrons may be obtained from the equation: 
= IQ1[l - exp(_NcIT)][a5(e)/IYT]s22c (2.5) 
where I is the number of neutrons emitted per second per steradian 
in the direction of the scattering sample, and Q is the solid 
angle subtended by the scattering sample at the primary neutron 
source. The scatterer interacts with the fraction [1 
- exp(_NaT)] 
of the incident neutron flux, where N is the number of scattering 
nuclei/cm2 and a is the neutron total cross-section. The portion 
of the neutron flux which interacts with the scattering nuclei and 
scatters through the angle U into the unit solid angle in the 
direction of the neutron detector is just s/aT. The detector 
which subtends the solid angle Q2 from the scattering sample has 
an efficiency E. 
To assess the shielding efficiency required for low cross-
section measurement experiments, the numerical value of the signal 
to background ratio was estimated as follows: 





Magnitude of the cross-section 
under investigation 
Source to scatterer distance 










If air scattering attenuation was assumed to be negligible, scattered 
neutrons from the scattering sample using equation (2.5) would 
amount to: 
'Sample' neutrons = 10.8 Counts/hour.pA. 
Direct neutron flux from the source to detector in the absence of 
any shielding would be 
'Direct flux' 2 x 10 Counts/hour.iiA 
and .hence 
Sample scattered flux/ Direct flux = 50 x 
To achieve a ratio of scattered neutron yield to background 
of at least 100:1, it can easily be seen that an attenuation of the 
order of 106  of direct neutron is essential for high sensitivity 
cross-section measurements of about 10 mb/sr. To attenuate the 
direct neutron flux by a factor of 106  before it reaches the 
detector, i (49) a minimum thickness of 250 cm of paraffin wax s required 
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Fortunately the geometry of the experiment allows the use of such a 
massive bulk of paraffin wax between target and the neutron de-
tector. In addition, since previous considerations  (50) have shown 
that it would be advantageous to keep the neutron detector in a 
fixed position and change the direction of the incident neutrons by 
turning the target and scattering sample around an axis (Fig. 
(2.10)), this arrangement allows sufficient build up of shielding 
at the vicinity of the fixed neutron detector. 
In the present work attention was focused on two major points: 
Suppressing the background due to the source neutrons 
in the target area in order to reduce the release of 
neutrons towards the neutron detector direction. 
Reducing neutron and gamma background at the detector 
area. 
Fig. (2.1) and Fig. (2.2) illustrate the shielding and neutron 
collimation arrangement in detail. 
2.7.1 Shielding material 
Two essential criteria must be met by an appropriate type of 
shielding: - 
The attenuation for fast neutrons should be large and the 
number of neutrons scattered into the collimator channel by the 
material of the collimator itself should be small. Materials with 
a differential scattering cross-section highly peaked in the forward 
direction scatter the incident neutrons deep into the collimator 
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channel with negligible energy loss. Heavy materials like Iron, 
Copper, Tungsten and Lead behave in such a way' ' . On the other 
hand, for neutron energies above 3 MeV, these materials attenuate 
the neutron flux density more than lighter materials, and there-
fore, their use is certainly advantageous in close geometry 
experiments. 
As shown in Fig. (2.1) most of the shielding material used 
in this work is high melting point paraffin wax. This is due to 
the relatively low expense of paraffin wax and the simplicity 
of shiping and casting it into any desired shape of collimator. 
Paraffin wax does not, however, attenuate fast neutrons as much 
as heavy materials of the same thickness, as outlined above. 
Using the macroscopic non-elastic absorption coefficient 
given in (49), an estimated 250 cm length of paraffin wax was 
needed to achieve attenuation of direct neutron by 106. 
2.7.2 Collimator and Shielding at the target area 
Fig. (2.1) shows collimator and shielding at the target area. 
A small room (approximately 1.5 m x 2.0 m) built around the target 
and the scattering sample, confined most of the unwanted neutrons 
inside the target room. This room consisted of walls made of 
paraffin wax of at least 50 cm thickness. The thickness of the 
room in the direction of the neutron detector, however, exceeds 
130 cm to provide part of the direct neutron attenuation required. 
A very carefully designed and shaped aperture of 14 cm x 40 cm 
cross-section and 130 cm long plays the role of the preshield neutron 
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collimator. This collimator was made by casting melted paraffin 
wax into prefabricated wooden boxes positioned carefully at the 
desired distance and height from the neutron producing target. 
The accurate positioning of these boxes was performed prior to 
filling, using a telescope at the neutron detector position. A 
first approach to a suitable design of this channel shaped col-
limator was achieved by simple consideration and calculation 
based on geometrical optics. A simple ray tracing between the 
origin of the neutrons (i.e. target) and the scatterer and from 
the scatterer to where they are detected (i.e. neutron detector) 
defined the shape of the tapered neutron collimator. 
To reduce the scattered background from the entrance part 
of the preshield neutron collimator, those walls irradiated by 
primary neutrons were tapered. The taper was made large enough 
to prevent these walls coming into the detector's view. This 
is very crucial because otherwise scattered neutrons from the 
sample may hit the walls of the collimator channel and reach the 
detector by small angle scattering. This effect would result in 
additional neutrons reaching the detector due to the collimator 
itself and it can not be estimated by "sample in - sample out" 
measurements. 
A telescope positioned at the detector end was used to check 
if the collimator was sufficiently tapered and to ensure that 
the whole of the detector can view the sample without being 
obscured by the collimator walls. 
In order to reduce the size of the collimator aperture to 
a minimum, several tapered paraffin wax slab inserts of various 
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thicknesses were carefully designed and made by casting paraffin 
wax into especially prepared cardboard boxes with the desired 
dimensions. Bubbles in the cast were avoided by gradual filling 
of the boxes. These paraffin slab inserts can be suitably in-
serted into the channel collimator to adjust the aperture size to 
be optimum for different scattering angles. The tapered shape 
of the collimator is preserved even after adding any of these 
inserts into the collimator. 
The collimator channel was extended by a further 150 cm by 
especially arranging boxes of paraffin wax to form an additional 
collimator and therefore provide further attenuation of the direct 
neutron flux. The wall at the back of the neutron producing 
target was extended in height to shadow the target and provide 
biological shielding for the rooms in the vicinity of the 
laboratory. The overall weight of the biological shielding 
and neutron collimator was in excess of 6 tonnes;which was 
supported from the laboratory floor and above the accelerator 
beam line, on frameworks constructed from proprietary steel 
angle (Dexion). 
2.7.3 Collimator and Shielding at the detector area 
Neutrons originating in the target may escape from the target 
room and reach the detection apparatus by scattering from the 
laboratory walls, air or any shield or apparatus near the detector. 
Although this type of background is much reduced by limiting the 
solid angle subtended by target collimator (preshield), it can be 
II 
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further reduced by a second collimator nearer the detector. This 
procedure ensured that the target and detector are reciprocally 
entirely in view and both were well inside the cone defined by the 
two collimators. 
In this work the neutron detector was located in a room at a 
distance of 13 metres from the target. The detector room is com-
pletely separated from the accelerator and target room by a thick 
(> 50 cm) wall, made in part of concrete and in part of paraffin 
wax. The detector was positioned at about 2.5 metres above the room 
floor and a cylindrical channel made into the wall of paraffin wax 
plays the role of the detector collimator. The cylindrical channel 
had to be made inside a large (60 cm x 60 cm X 60 cm) wooden box 
using a cylindrical tube with its axis positioned carefully in 
correct direction. The box was then filled with melted paraffin 
wax after it was located in the right position determined by a 
laser beam set along the detector axis to illuminate the centre 
of the scattering sample. In the process of filling the channel 
box the laser beam provided a continuous check on the accurate 
positioning of the box. 
4 
The use of a laser beam for alignment of detector, scattering 
sample and collimators was found to be advantageous over the use 
of a telescope, both because of the simplidity of use and its 
accuracy. 
Lead sheet was wrapped round the large neutron detector to 
a thickness of 5 cm to reduce the gamma ray counting rate due to 
gamma rays produced by neutron capture in the shielding and other 
materials near the detector. This reduced the gamma ray counting 
rate to be dealt with the pulse shape discrimination circuitry 





The success of the time of flight technique largely depends 
on the availability of neutron detectors with good timing property. 
This is because, as was shown in equation (2.2), the energy re-
solution in the time of flight method is directly proportional to 
the time resolution of the system. The demand for good energy 
resolution has thus prompted the development of good time resolu-
tion ( lns = 10 9s) neutron detectors capable of maintaining 
reasonable count rates in long flight path ( lOin) measurements. 
The standard approach to the problem of maintaining sufficient 
counting rate is to increase the solid angle subtended by the 
detector through increasing the sensitive volume of the neutron 
detector. There is, however, a limit to which one can increase 
the size of the neutron detector, since the uncertainty in 
neutron detection time and flight path becomes more considerable 
as detector dimensions increase. 
Methods successfully attempted include assembling an array 
of relatively small good time resolution detectors  (51-54).  There 
are, however, drawbacks concerning an array of several detectors 
such as complexity in associated electronics and problems in 
providing good shielding for them against neutron and gamma 
background. 
As a better alternative long plastic scintillator slabs or 
cylinders containing liquid scintillator viewed from both ends and 
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compensated for variations in light propagation time and neutron 
flight path have been reported (55-65) . Goodman et al. (63,66)  
have demonstrated that it is possible to use only one photo-
multiplier to view a long scintillator. To compensate for 
variation in light propagation time and neutron flight path, 
the detector has to be tilted in relation to the direction of 
incident neutrons. The tilting angle would depend upon neutron 
energy. 
Since the objective of this work was to design and construct 
a neutron time-of-flight system with good energy resolution, the 
design and development of the neutron detector was given special 
importance. The study initiated by investigating the timing 
limitation of the components used in a neutron detector, namely 
photomultiplier and scintillator. The various methods by which 
the timing signal is derived from the .photomultiplier by elec-
tronic processing of the scintillation pulse was also studied. 
The following describes various tests carried out on a few 
different scintillator types and sizes and also tests on various 
types of photomultipliers. The scintillators were all made for 
this study in our laboratory. 
In order to study the relation between scintillator size 
and the achievable time resolution tests were carried out by 
observing the coincident gamma rays from a 60  Co source with the 
detector under investigation and a small 2.5 x 2.5 cm diazn. 
NE102A Plastic Scintillator. Fig. (3.1) shows a typical fast 
coincidence electronics block diagram. - 
The first test consisted of coupling various sizes of 
scintillator to the same photomultiplier and therefore studying 
Figure 3.1: A typical fast coincidence system electronics 
block diagram. 
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the effect of the scintillator size. Table 3.1 shows how the time 
spread can increase in a scintillator detector as a function of 
mere scintillator size. 
The addition of a light guide to a scintillation detector 
system can substantially deteriorate the timing properties of 
the detector. Table (3.2) demonstrates this effect. 
Time spread contribution of the photomultiplier due to the 
inherent timing properties of the phototube was estimated by using 
two timing systems with scintillators identical both in type and 
size. The results are shown in Table (3.3). 
To reach the final conclusion about timing limitation of the 
XP1040 phototube, a test was carried out in which a small 025x 
2.5 cm NE224 scintillator was used. The scintillator was coupled 
to the centre of the 5" diameter photocathode in order to mitli- 
mize the time variation due to the transit time spread of elec- 
trons between photocathode and first dynode. The best time 
resolution achieved with this arrangement was 1.4 ns. This test, 
along with that of Table (3.3). suggested that the XP1040 photomultiplier 
is not particularly suitable for high time resolution work, 
especially when a large volume of scintillator is involved. 
Comparisons were made between the results obtained with the 
same size container filled with different scintillators, which 
suggested that the time resolution obtainable with NE224 is nor- 
mally up to 35% superior to that of NE213, Table (3.4). 
TABLE 3.1 
Scintillator type Size (Cm) Photomultiplier Time resolution (ns) Comment 
FW1T14 
NE213 03.5 x 3 EM19814B 1.10 
NE213 04 x 4 EM19814B 1.10 
NE213 07 x 152 EM19814B 1.70 
NE213 07 x 152 EM19814B 28 
NE213 07 x 152 EM19814B 4.0 
Radiation was limited to 
end of the scintillator 4-
tube near photonultiplier 1 
Radiation was limited to 
the middle of the scin-
tillator tube. 
Radiation was limited 





Scintillator type Size (cm) Photomultiplier Time Resolution (ns) Comment 
FWHM 
Plastic NE102A 012.5 x 5 XP1040 2.0 NO light guide 
Plastic NE102A 012.5 x 5 XPl040 2.7 WITH light guide 
NE213 012.5 x 5 XP1040 2.4 NO light guide 
NE213 012.5 x 5 XPl040 3.8 WITH light guide 
00 
TABLE 3.3 
Scintillator type Size (cm) Time Resolution (ns) FWHM Position of Radiation 
EMI9814B/XPl040 
NE213 07 x 152 1.7 2.8 near end 
-p. 
NE213 07 x 152 2.8 5.5 middle 
NE213 07 x 152 4.0 10.0 far end 
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TABLE 3.4 
Scintillator Size (cm) Type of Photo- 
Type multiplier 
NE213 012.5 x•5 XP1040 
NE224 012.5 x 5 XP1040 




The use of NE102A Plastic Scintillator was not considered since 
the pulse shape discrimination technique cannot be applied to this 
scintillator although it is faster than both NE213 and NE224 67 . 
3.2 The Choice of High Intrinsic Efficiency Detector 
Preliminary estimation of the counting rate suggested that the 
choice of a thick, large volume scintillator to achieve the neces-
sary detection efficiency appeared to be inevitable for the flight 
path concerned. 
Tests described in the previous section provided us with basic 
information for the design of the neutron detector. On the basis 
of these results, in an attempt to minimise the contributions 
of the phototube and the scintillator to time spread, faster 
phototubes and scintillators were employed. 
The initial analytical efficiency calculation (Chapter 4) also 
predicted detection efficiency proportional to the thickness of the 
scintillator material for detectors with the same diameter. A thick 
detector with electronic time compensation in which the time spread 
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due to the scintillator size is dealt with by time compensation 
then seemed to be an attractive solution to the problem. 
Among the large photomultipliers (= 12 cm diameter) available 
the RCA4522 was selected because it was likely to result in better 
time resolution due to its rather good timing characteristics. 
The convex surface of the photocathode of RCA4522 is believed to 
be useful in reducing electrons' transit time spread between 
photocathode and the first dynode. 
Prior to construction of a thick large volume (020 x 25 cm) 
detector a thinner version (020 x  5cm) of the detector which does 
not require any time compensation, was made using the same photo-
multiplier and scintillator material. Since after the various 
tests were made, the design proved to be successful, it was then 
decided to proceed with the construction of a detector 5 times 
thicker. 
The remainder of this chapter is mainly devoted to the 
detailed description and performance comparison of neutron 
detectors. 
3.3 The Large Single Photomultiplier Detector and Its Performance 
3.3.1 Detector description 
The single tube large detector light guide configuration con-
sisted of a 20 cm diameter by 5 cm thickness cylindrical -cell and 
a conical shaped light guide, both machined from a single piece of 
perspex in order to provide a more efficient light collection 
arrangement. The front flat face of the cell is machined separa-
tely and glued to the main body using Ico Cyano Acrylic adhesive 
(b) 







Figure 3.2b: Light tight-package. 
0 Is 10 
Cm 
(Superglue) . In order to make a perfect optical matching between 
photomultiplier and the light guide, the 11.4 cm. diameter convex 
surface of the photocathode envelope the RCA4522 photomultiplier 
was coupled to the tapered concave end of the light guide using a 
thin layer of silicon grease. The outer surface of the perspex 
cell and light guide was painted with Ti02 reflective paint 
(NE562) using several thin coatings. The cell was then filled 
with NE-224 liquid scintillator through a small filling hole in 
the side of the light guide and then sealed with a stainless 
steel screw andPTFE washer. No expansion chamber was provided 
with this detector. A large nitrogen bubble, however, allows 
for the expansion of the liquid. The existence of the bubble 
could only be noticed when the detector was used near to 
vertically rather than horizontally. 
The 5 cm thickness of the scintillator cell was chosen to 
give an acceptable time spread due to flight time of neutrons in 
the scintillator (0.96 x lO second for 14 MeV neutrons). 
Magnetic shielding was also provided for the photomultiplier. 
The photomultiplier and the scintillator were held firmly to-
gether with the special arrangement shown in Fig. (3.2a) and then 
accommodated in an aluminium light tight box (Fig. (3.2b)). 
3.3.2 Dynode chain design 
A voltage divider circuit had to be designed specifically for 
fast pulse application. In fast pulse application the wiring of 
the dynode chain and, in particular, the wiring of the anode is 
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Figure :3.3: The dynode chain and the fast preamplifier for the thin 
• neutron detector. 
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To ensure the linearity of the tube, when the tube is running 
at higher voltage for faster anode signal and better transit time 
spread, or when a large amount of energy is deposited in the scm-
tillator, a tapered Voltage divider was designed to overcome the 
limitation on current output (into a 501 system) due to occurrence 
of space charge at the last few stages. This tapered divider 
places 3 to 4 times the normal interstage potential difference 
across the last stage. The progression is gradual in order to 
maintain proper electrostatic focus between the last few stages. 
The linearity of anode current had to be ensured as the constant 
fraction timing was applied. This linearity is equally essential 
for linear signal for good pulse shape discrimination (P.S.D.) 
response. 
Dynode chain components were mounted on the tube base with 
no extra lead, that is because stray capacitance resulting from 
the length of the wire connecting the dynode chain to the tube 
greatly contributes to the increase in the decay time and to the 
noise of the tube signal. The dynode chain and the fast pre-
amplifier for the thin neutron detector are shown in Fig. (3.3). 
This design is a modified version of that suggested by the 
manufacturer (RCA). 
3.3.3 Detector performance 
A) Energy calibration and gamma ray response linearity test 
Accurate knowledge of the energy calibration of a neutron de-
tector is essential in order to estimate the counting efficiency of 
the neutron detector for different neutron energies. 
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Energy calibration was performed by using standard gamma ray 
sources and calibrating each spectrum in terms of electron energy. 
For photon energies up to 3 11eV Compton scattering dominates in 
the NE224 scintillator and mono energetic gamma radiation produces 




(0.511 + 2E) 
This yields the well known Compton distribution with a sharp edge 
(Compton peak). Prescott and Rupall (68) and Beghian and Wilensky (69)  
have concluded that the 2/3  point of the sharp edge of the Compton 
distribution is the best estimate of the maximum electron recoil 
energy. 
The 2/3  point of 22 Na, Cs and Co 
137 
60 gamma spectra Compton 
edges were therefore used to determine the energy calibration and 
the linearity of response of the large scintillator, photomultiplier 
dynode chain and its associated electronics. 
As Fig. (3.4) suggests energy resolution of the detector is 
remarkably good for such a large scintillator. Fig. (3.5) shows 
a typical linear relation in detector response to the gamma 
radiation with different energies. 
B) Time resolution performance test 
A test of the timing properties of the detector was made with 
a 
60 
 Cogamma source using a small 2.5 x 2.5 cm NE224 scintillator 
mounted on a RCA8575 photomultiplier as a second detector to form 
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the electronics used for time resolution measurement. The timing 
resolution achieved was 900 PS (10  -12 second). The spectrum Fig. 
(3.7) was collected with an energy threshold of 0.2 NeV electron 
(0.7 NeV proton energy). 
C) Pulse shape discrimination test 
Pulse shape discrimination of the detector was tested using a 
241AanBe source. The P.S.D. unit used for this test was the circuit 
originally designed by Galloway and Wang (
70)
. Three of these units 
were made for this experiment. Fig. (3.8) demonstrates the pulse 
shape discrimination performance of the 020 >< 5 cm neutron detector. 
3.4 The Large Volume Double Photomultiplier Neutron Detector 
3.4.1 Description of the detector 
A detector similar to that of Carlson et alJ71 has been 
developed in which the intrinsic efficiency has been increased by 
making the scintillator relatively thick (25 cm) 
The original design and the construction method had to be 
substantially changed. The change involved the scintillator tank 
which was originally reported to have been made of plexiglass tube 
and joined to tapered acrylic end pieces. Since Plexiglass 
(perspex) tube of suitable diameter (20 cm ID) was not available, 
an outside firm was asked to make the tube using perspex sheets 
of 3 nun thickness. The tube was then glued to the end perspex disc 
pieces and the cylinder was filled with NE224 liquid scintillator. 




Figure 3.9: The large double phototnultiplier neutron detector and its light tight package. 
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the surface of the perspex within about two months after filling 
with scintillator. As a result of these cracks the content of the 
scintillator was lost and therefore an alternative container design 
had to be considered. A similar problem has been reported by 
Ranjan et alJ61 . It is believed that NE224 attacks vigorously 
the perspex exposed to stress by mechanical strain or by solvent 
action from cement 
The basic configuration of the final neutron detector is 
illustrated in Fig. (3.9). The scintillator tank was fabricated 
from aluminium sheet of 3 tin thickness which was welded to form 
a tube of 20.0 cm internal diameter and 25 cm long. The welded 
join was checked carefully for leaks (vacuum check). The inside 
surface of the tube was thoroughly cleaned by sodium hydroxide 
(NaOH) solution for possible contamination by grease during 
manufacture, before being painted several times by highly 
reflective paint (NE562). Two glass windows, each of approxi-
mately 22 cm diameter, were glued by using Torr Seal low vapour 
pressure resin, to the front and •rear of the tube. Torr Seal 
remains unattacked by NE224 and forms a hard, uncontaininating 
seal for the scintillator. The aluminium tank was then washed 
carefully with NE224 liquid scintillator and drained, to avoid 
any contamination prior to filling with about S litres of NE224 
liquid scintillator. The filling was carried out through a 
small hole in the cylindrical tank. Since inevitably some 
oxygen will be absorbed by scintillator during the filling pro-
cess, the scintillator was then de-oxygenated in the normal way 
by bubbling oxygen-free nitrogen through it, for a few hours 
because of the large volume of the scintillator. This length 
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of time for bubbling was found adequate as judged by the pulse shape 
discrimination test against gamma radiation, which was performed 
with a small sample of scintillator liquid (2.5 x 2.5 cm). 
To allow for expansion of the NE224 liquid an expansion 
reservoir, consisting of an aluminium cylinder 5.24 cm. in dia- 
meter and about 10 cm in length, was attached to the main volume 
via a stainless steel neck with 3 mm canal. NE224 liquid scin- 
tillator is believed to expand about 1% for every 10 degree change 
of room temperature  (72). The filling hole was finally sealed with 
a stainless steel screw and PTFE washers. 
Two short conical light guides machined from perspex, each 
with maximum thickness of approximately 4 cm and of 20 cm dia- 
meter (Fig. (3.10)), interface the scintillator tank to two RCA 
4522 photomultipliers. To minimise any loss of light transferred 
from the scintillator to each photomultiplier, the surface of 
each light guide was carefully polished after machining using 
ICI Perspex Polish. The tapered end section of the light guide 
was machined to match the convex surface of the photocathode 
envelope of RCA4522 photorhultipliers, whereas the other side is 
made flat to fit the flat surface of the glass window attached 
to the scintillator cylinder. Perfect optical coupling was made 
by adding silicon grease (refractive index 1.5) to the optical 
surfaces. To reduce bubbles on the coupling surfaces liquid 
paraffin was added to the silicon grease used for optical coupling. 
Around each photomultiplier a mu metal shield kept at earth 
potential was used to cancel the effect of external magnetic and 
electrostatic fields. The external fields may deflect electrons 
from their normal path between stages and cause loss, of gain by 
Figure 3.10. Perspex light guide used for neutron detector. 
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as much as 5Q%(73) 
Two aluminium cylindrical cases, one at each end of the scin-
tillator, house the photomultipliers with bases. The aluminium 
housing provides mechanical support for the photomultiplier and 
it also forms a light barrier. The photomultipliers are kept 
central inside each case by means of three rings on each side 
of the scintillator made of paxolin, supported by three threaded 
rods at 1200  intervals. These rods can be adjusted so that the 
tube, light guide, and the scintillator are reliably kept to-
gether on the same axis. The two photomultiplier cases are 
bolted to the scintillator tank, one at each end. To ensure a 
perfect light tight arrangement each bolted joint was sealed by a 
rubber 0 ring. The overall length of the package is 120 cm. 
Dynode chain base and linear dynode pulse preamplifier, 
the same as used with thin detector, (Fig (3.3)), were located 
inside the detector package. Details of the detector and its 
light tight package are shown in Fig. (3.9). 
3.4.2 Method of derivation of timing signal 
For thick, long scintillators such as the one used in this 
study the shape of the scintillator pulse largely depends on the 
position of photon production. As the released photons due to 
the scintillation process travel along the scintillator thickness, 
the light pulse undergoes increase in decay time and decrease in 
amplitude. Timing signals derived from such a scintillator pulse, 
variable in both amplitude and decay time, suffer from the introduction 
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of a large time walk. 
Various methods of discrimination were applied to the photo-
multiplier anode fast signal in order to find the optimum timing 
method. Leading edge discrimination and Constant Fraction Dis-
crimination (CFD) with various predetermined fractions were among 
those applied. Considerable improvement in timing and reduction 
of time walk was achieved when the CFD method with 30% fraction 
was used. 
The constant fraction discriminator produces an output signal 
at a fixed time after the input pulse reaches a predetermined 
fraction of its amplitude. The technique is basically to convert 
the negative input anode signal into a zero crossing signal by 
mixing a portion of the input with delayed and inverted input 
signal (Fig. (3.11)). The zero crossing is then detected and 
used to trigger a pulse shaping circuit. It is well known (
74-76)
, 
that this provides greatly improved time walk and time resolution 
characteristics over a wide range of input signal amplitudes. 
- 
Model 473A ORTEC constant fraction discriminator used in this 
work has less than 500PS (10 12 second) time malk for 100:1 
dynamic range. 
3.4.3 Detector performance 
A. Neutron detector energy calibration and response to gamma rays 
The importance of the accurate knowledge of energy calibration 
of a neutron detector for determining counting efficiency of the 
detector was discussed previously (3.3.3). 
DELAYED 
INPUT 
- TD H- 
AflE NUATED CB, 
- 
Figure 3.11: Ideal pulse shapes illustrating the Constant 
Fraction Discriminator (C.F.D.) operation 
Three standard gamma sources, Cesium-137, Sodium-22 and 
Cobalt 60 were used for energy linearity test of the detector. 
Linear signals from both end tubes were summed after preanipli- 
fication, in a linear OR unit and the result was then amplified 
in a spectroscopy amplifier with suitable RC shaping. The rela- 
tive timing of the two linear signals before summing was found 
to be critical in achieving optimum energy resolution and pulse 
shape discrimination performance. This timing was therefore 
optimised by using suitable length of 500 cable. 
Since for photon energies up to 3 MeV Compton scattering 
dominates in the scintillator, the 2/3  point of the sharp edge 
of the Compton distribution, believed to be the best estimate 
of the maximum electron recoil energy, Prescott and Rupaal(68) 
and Beghian and Wi1en5ky(69) were used to determine the energy 
calibration and the response linearity of the high efficiency 
neutron detector, dynode chain and the associated electronics. 
Figs. (3.12) and (3.13) show the response of the large 
detector to gamma rays and also the linearity curve. The 0.5 
MeV and 1.26 MeV gamma rays from 22  Na source are well separated 
by two clearly distinguishable peaks. Taking into account the 
large dimensions of the detector, the energy resolution achieved 
is rather encouraging. 
B. Neutron detector positional response uniformity 
The scintillation light produced • inside the scintillator 
undergoes attenuation before reaching the photomultiplier. The 
degree of this attenuation depends mainly upon the light 
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transmission characteristics and the thickness of the scintillator 
material. In the double photomultiplier detector arrangement it 
is most likely that light, originating in the middle of the scin-
tillator, suffers most from this effect. 
The response uniformity of the detector versus location of 
scintillation was carefully investigated by localizing the scin-
tillation position' and recording electron recoil pulse height 
spectra due to gamma rays emitted by 
137 
 Cs. 
To localize the position of the entering radiation 
137
Cs 
gamma rays were collimated through a 2 mm slit made by lead 
blocks of approximately 10 cm thickness. This thickness is 
sufficient to • attenuate gamma rays emitted by Cesium by a 
factor of l0. The summed linear signal from both photo-
multipliers showed negligible variation in amplitude as the 
collimated gamma ray beam scanned the scintillator along 
its axis. The result of this measurement is shown in Fig. 
(3.14). 
C. Neutron-Gamma pulse shape discrimination (P.S.D.) 
Due to the size of the detector in this work, background 
is a rather serious problem. The origin of the background is 
mainly gamma and cosmic ray events. In fact the background 
is the limiting factor for the smallest measurable cross section. 
Reducing the background is therefore of vital importance. 
Scintillation pulses from most liquid organic scintillators 
decay with fast and slow components and the relative intensity 
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NE224 liquid scintillator used for neutron detection in the 
present work has the particular feature that the intensity ratio of 
the fast component to the slow component due to proton recoil 
from incident neutrons is less than that due to electron recoil 
from incident y rays. As a result of the difference in the 
scintillation pulse shape it is possible to distinguish the 
different current pulses resulting at the photomultiplier output 
from the different intensity ratios. Several methods of P.S.D. 
have been developed  7782).  among them the zero crossing method 
of pulse shape discrimination used in this work, introduced by 
Alexander and Goulding (
82) 
 is the most commonly used technique.. 
This technique makes use of the fact that after subsequent in-
tegration and double differentiation of the photomultiplier 
dynode pulse, tIie zero crossing time depends only upon the 
relative proportion of the fast and slow fluorescence components 
of the scintillator decay and is independent of the pulse ampli-
tude. In Section (3.9) a neutron selector NIM module made, 
based on the above principle and circuit design of N.S. Wang  (
83)
, 
will be briefly discussed. 
A two parameter data acquisition system consisting of two 
256 channel Analogue to Digital Convertors (ADC) and Direct 
Memory Access (DMA) interface associated with the PDP 11/45 
Physics Department's Computer was utilized to study the pulse 
shape discrimination behaviour of the neutron detector against the 
pulse height. The interface unit was originally designed by 
Watson (
84) 
 and modified by Hall 85 . 
Fig. (3.15) shows the block diagram of the data collection 
system used. The bi-dimensional display of P.S.D. versus pulse 
IADClj4N[
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Figure 3.15. 
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height is also shown in Fig. (3.16) together with the P.S.D. 
performance at 2 MeV bias in Fig. (3.17). An 
241 
 Am-Beneutron 
source was used for this measurement. A similar measurement using 
a 05 x 5 cm scintillator is also displayed for the purpose of com-
parison (Fig. (3.18)). The performance is satisfactory, although 
inevitably poorer than for the much smaller scintillator. 
3.5 Method of Time Compensation 
As the scintillator is made thicker the spread in the time 
of detection of mono energetic neutrons becomes significant. 
For 14 MeV neutrons, for example, a scintillator thickness of 
up to 5 cm, corresponding to time spread of 1.0 ns (10 second), 
can be tolerably used without having to compensate for neutron 
detection time and photon transit time spread. It is, however, 
essential, when thicker scintillator is used, to correct for 
these effects. 
For the detector under consideration for this work, neutrons 
enter the scintillator in a direction parallel to the detector 
axis (Fig. (3.19)). Under this condition the total flight path 
is dependent upon the scintillation position and hence is not 
constant. 
If the incident neutrons travel a fixed distance before 
interacting with the scintillator at a position x along the 
axis of the scintillator with the refractive index n and 
overall length L, then t1 and t2 the resulting time 
signals due to the detection of the scintillation photons at the 
rear and the front photomultipliers respectively will be: 
-64- 
L -x 
= ( ) fri (3. la) C 
t2 = (3E) f. (3. lb) C 
where c is the speed of light and f is the geometrical factor ex-
pressing the fact that the average photon path is not a straight line 
parallel to the scintillator axis but is due to successive reflection 
from the scintillator wall, the path could be a zig zag shaped path. 
The total neutron flight time t is (9,14,86-89) 
n 
t = n (t1+t2)  - lnLf/c . (3.2) 
By subtracting (3.1b) from (3.1a), 
- 
= 
(L - X 
fn - fn 
and hence 
X c = 
2fn 
( t 2 - t1) + IL . (3.3) 
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(34) or tD 2 2 c J 
t1  and t2 , the travelling time of flight inside the scintillator before 
reaching to the photomultipliers are not measured directly, rather they 
are measured relative to an arbitrary time reference such as the one 
provided by the associated particle detector. 
The quantity that is ultimately determined equals a constant minus 
the flight time. 
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For the double tube detector considered here: 
T1  = const. - t1  (3.5) 
and T2  = const. - t2  (3.6) 
would be determined. 
Substituting (3.5) and (3.6) in (3.3) shows that the expression for 
x remains unchanged. 
x 
= 2f.n(Ti_T2) +fL (3.7) 
while tD  the compensated flight time becomes: 
tD = D D + x [ 1  
const. - (T + T ) 
nLf ] (3.8) 2 2c 
or more conveniently 
+ T2  
TD = const. - t 
= cDt•x 2 + con n... (3.9) 
Equation (3.9) would give the exact compensated flight time, TD. 
provided f for the scintillator configuration is known. In addition, 
since TD depends on x in an .event by event fashion, it can only be 
evaluated either on-line or off-line after recording T1 and T2  
pairs for each individual event. 
Carlson et al. have suggested that the energy dependent velocity 
of neutrons inside the scintillator can be approximated by a constant 
value independent of energy only in a particular energy region of interest 
for which the compensation is optimised. Thus inside the scintillator 
V 
n 0 
(E) = S c (3.10) 
where Sc) is a constant and represents neutrons in the certain energy 
region. This approximation will be valid for some range of energies 
about E which corresponds to 5
0C. As the neutron energy deviates 
from E the validity of the approximation deteriorates 
With the approximation in (3.10) the expression for the compensated 
flight, tD can be written as: 
t t  - (3.11) 
by substituting (3.2) and (3.3) into (3.11): 
t 
G1(t1 - 1(t2) + C2  
or, by analogy tD G'(T1 - KT2) + 
in which C1, C2 and G are constants and also K the com-
pensation factor is given by 




1 + $ n•f 0 
T1 and T2 are given by signals from time to amplitude converters, 
measuring the time between detection of an associated particle and 
detection of the neutron by the neutron detector. 
The quantity inside the brackets can be evaluated by a simple 
inverting and sunning circuit to generate a signal proportional to 
- KT  2'  the compensated flight time. 
3.5.1 Time resolution test 
The overall time response of the detector was investigated 
separately for both gamma rays and neutrons. The block diagram of the 
-67- 
electronics based on the time compensation method described above, is 
shown in Fig. (3.20). 
(A) Time resolution test with gamma. rays 
In order to investigate the intrinsic timing properties of the 
detector without including beam spread contributions, the coincident 
gamma rays from a 
60 
 Co source were observed with the large double 
tube detector and a small (02.5 x 2.5 cm) fast scintillator detector 
mounted on an RCA8575 photomultiplier. Initially both front and rear 
detector timing properties were tested individually and the optimum 
setting of high voltage and the optimum method of deriving the 
timing signal was investigated. The timing behaviour of the com- 
pensated detector was then tested. The test results are shown in 
Table (3.5). Fig. (3.21) also shows the dependence of the time resolution 
of the detector on K. 
TABLE (3.5) 
Timing Performance of the double Photomulti- 
plier Large Neutron Detector (gamma ray) 
Type of detector arrangement and detectors used Time resolution 
(ns) FWHM 
Front detector and RCA8575 Photomultiplier 
with a 2.5 x 2.5 cm NE224 Scintillator 1.7 
Rear detector and RCA8575 Photomultiplier 
with a 2.5 x 2.5cm NE224 Scintillator 
" 1.0 
Rear and front detector (compensated) 
RCA8575 Photomultiplier with a 2.5 x 2.5 Vt.  1.0 
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Figure 3,21. 
(B) Time resolution test with neutrons 
The timing performance of the detector as a neutron counter was 
investigated by observing neutrons directly emitted from 3H(d,n)He 
reaction at about 90 0  to the incident deuteron beam. The block dia-
gram of the electronics is similar to that of Fig. (3.20). 
To find the optimum time resolution achievable, the compensation 
factor was varied between 0 and 1.0 in steps of 0.1. The corres-
ponding time of flight timing spectra of neutron-alpha associated par-
ticles were collected for each compensation factor. Fig. (3.22) shows 
the measured time resolution versus the compensation factor. The 
optimum time resolution achieved was better than 1.5 ns for a compensa-
tion factor of 0.3, Fig. (3.23). 
3.6 The Neutron Cone Monitor Description and Construction 
The neutron cone incident on the scattering sample and associated 
with 4 H particles was monitored at a distance of 60 cm from the centre 
of the neutron producing target, using a separate neutron detector 
specially designed and made for this experiment. 
The cone monitor detector consisted of a thin walled (approx. 3 mm) 
rectangular shape Dural box with the internal dimensions of 15. cm high, 
7.5 cm wide, and 5 cm deep, as shown in Fig. (3.24). The box was formed 
from aluminium sheets and then vacuum braised to make a perfect seal 
for the liquid scintillator. A 11.5 cm x55 cm aperture is provided 
on one side of the box with a suitable recess machined to accommodate 
a glass window of 11 x 5 cm, through which the scintillation light can 
be viewed by an XP1040, 5" dia. photocathode photomultiplier. The 
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Figure 3.24 
internal surface of the box was etched with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 
solution before it was internally painted using highly reflective 
TiO2 paint (NE562) to improVe the collection of the scintillation 
light produced inside the scintillator. 
The container was then filled with NE213 liquid scintillator. 
A 5 X  5 cm diameter cylindrical glass reservoir was attached to the 
top of the scintillator box using Torr Seal resin to provide the 
necessary room for the liquid expansion due to any change of tempera-
ture. The glass window of the scintillator was optically coupled 
to the phototube using silicon grease. 
A dynode chain voltage distributor was designed specially for 
the XP1040 phototube to provide stable fast and unsaturated linear 
signals at high counting rates (Fig. (3.25)). The phototube, dynode 
chain and the fast preamplifier are housed in a PVC tube which 
provides a light shield for the photomultiplier. 
The photomultiplier was kept central in the PVC tube and 4 
treaded rods incorporated with springs to maintain a good optical 
coupling by pushing the tube against the scintillator window. 
The detector and its light tight housing was then fixed onto a 
short wooden stand which, during the course of experiment, moved along 
with the scattering sample round the neutron producing target on a 
surface parallel to the scattering plane provided by a 75 x 150 cm 
wooden platform designed for this purpose, (Fig. 2.2). 
3.7 Data Acquisition Electronics and Software 
The block diagram of the neutron detector and the associated 
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Figure 3.26: Block diagram of the Disc 
electronics for the 
associated particle T.0.F. 
system DISC 
Alt : Amplifier L._..------------ 
CFD : Constant fraction discrimiator 
CR0 : Cathode ray oscilloscope NEUTRON SELECTOR  
DISC Discriminator 
ENAS : Edinburgh Multi Access System 
H.T. : High voltage unit 
PHA : Pulse height analyser 
PSD : Pulse shape discriminator 
SCA Single channel analyser 
TAC : Time to amplitude converter 
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Figure 3.27a and b: Two different designs of time compensator 
(Sum-invert amplifier) 
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end detectors, in coincidence, by the detection of either gamma or 
neutrons in the scintillator volume, trigger two separate Constant 
Fraction Discriminators (CFD, ORTEC 473A) , where an accurate timing 
signal is derived independent of the amplitude of the input signal. 
These pulses are then used to "START" two separate time to pulse 
height converters (TPILA, ORTEC 467). A fast signal derived from the 
associated alpha particle (thin plastic NE102A scintillator) de- 
tector in a similar manner and properly delayed provides a "STOP" 
pulse to the time conversion process in both time convertors. 
The analogue output signals from the time convertors are fed 
to a custom built Sum-Invert amplifier which was designed to com- 
pensate for the transit time spread of the neutrons and photons 
due to the detection of a neutron or gamma ray at different positions 
along the length of the scintillator. Two different designs of this 
circuit were made and tested carefully for linearity and stability 
in performance. A sample and hold circuit had to be employed in 
the version in Fig. (3.27a), which allows sum and invert operation 
on time convertor pulses with different duration and rise time with- 
out causing any distortion in the resulting output signal. The per- 
formance of both designs were tested for high counting rate which 
arose when timing resolution of the detector was tested with a Cobalt-60 
gamma source. 
The compensated time convertor signals were stored in a NE4694 
1024 channel pulse height analyser. The memory board of the analyser 
had to be modified for this experiment by adding additional circuitry 
(a 2-to-4 line decoder/multiplexer) to the commercial version of the 
analyser in order to enable us to choose any of 4 x 256 channel subgroups 
of he memory using a 3 bit word provided by the sample changer position 
status. 
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The linear outputs from the 11th dynode of each photomultiplier 
on the large neutron detector are preamplified and summed by a linear 
summing module before amplification by a conventional OP-Amp based 
design of circuit with RC shaping, accommodated in a single NIM module 
together with P.S.D. circuitry. Summing the linear signals before 
amplification reduces the complexity of the electronics. The time 
of flight spectra are gated by the neutron selector output signal 
which determines not only the gating energy but also the detection 
of a neutron by the scintillator detector. 
3 x 256 channels T.O.F. spectra consisting of scattering sample, 
reference sample and background (sample out) spectra can be collected 
in turn for any preset time interval. Similarly an auxiliary T.O.F. 
data could be stored in. a 3 x 100 channels subgroups of a Laben 460 
channel pulse height analyser. 
The neutron cone associated with detected alpha particles was 
monitored using a fast coincidence set up. A time to amplitude con-
verter and single channel analyser (TAC and SCA, ORTEC 467) was 
employed to select the region of interest of the coincidence spectrum 
(the peak region). 
Neutron cone monitor data was stored in a B digit triple scaler 
unit. Scaler overflow can only occur-approximately every three hours 
despite high n - a counting rate. 
An ORTEC model 441 Ratemeter displayed the alpha-neutron coin-
cidence rate.within the neutron cone and was used for optimum setting 
of the accelerator beam on the target.. 
A Cathode Ray Oscilloscope (CR0) displayed the linear alpha 
pulses in order to check visually the associated alpha particle detector 
against excessive counting rate which is likely to cause pile up or 
I --- -. 
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saturate the photomultiplier during the course of the experiment. Pile 
up would occur more readily for the linear alpha pulses rather than for 
the fast signals due to the longer duration of the linear signals. 
Continuous visual inspection of these pulses by oscilloscope would 
guarantee that the fast pulses are free from distortion. 
Data collected in the 1024 Channel Pulse Height Analyser (PHA) 
was transferred to an APPLE II microcomputer through a serial inter-
face controlled by the program PHATRAN written in PASCAL for the pre-
sent experiment. 
Some of the electronic units designed and built for this work 
are discussed in the next sections. 
3.8 Triple Scaler Unit 
Normalization of the scattering cross-section data for the scat-
tering sample, reference sample and also for the background was per-
formed by storing the number of neutron-alpha coincidences in three 
separate scalers. 
A triple scaler unit was therefore designed and built into a 
double width NIM module for use in the present experiment. Three 
fully integrated 8 digit R57226A Universal Counters are employed. 
Each counter is accompanied by a 10MHZ external oscillator as time 
base for the internal circuitry of the counter. 
The counter inputs accept pulses of amaximum frequency of 
10MHZ in frequency and unit counter mode. Inputs can be driven 
from TTL logic. Only one input is provided to the triple scaler 
which can be multiplexed by a 2-to-4 decoder/multiplexer (74139 IC) 
to one of the three scalers at a time. A timer pulse from the sample 
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changer control unit, opens the gate and can control the flow of in-
formation to the counter. 
A 4.9KQ pull up resistor at each input provides better noise 
immunity when TTL logic is used as input driver. For future develop-
ment, multiplexed B.C.D. outputs and control signals are available 
to aid the transfer of information to other devices, such as a com-
puter. 
The on-chip display driver can drive a common anode LED display. 
A detailed circuit diagram of one of the three scalers designed 
for this work is shown in Fig. (3.28). 
3.9 Neutron Selectors 
Neutron selector units were based on the principles discussed in 
Section 3.4.3 and were originally designed by Galloway and Wang  (70). 
Three of these units were made for experiment to serve as neutron 
selector for neutron detectors. Each unit was accommodated in a 
single width NIH module together with RC shaping circuitry, amplifier 
and energy discriminator. 
The block diagram of the electronics of the neutron selector 
unit (P.S.D.) is shown in Fig. (3.29). Dynode pulses from the 10th 
dynode of the RCA4522 photomultiplier are shaped in a double differen-
tiating - clipping amplifier after preamplification in an improved 
preamplifier design. The shaped pulses are then fed simultaneously 
into a low level and also a zero-crossing pulse height discriminator. 
Pulses resulting from these discriminators are then used to trigger a 




















Figure 3.29: Block diagram of the pulse shape discriminator unit. 
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signals is proportional to the zero crossing time and is larger for 
neutron events than that of gamma events, a simple pulse height 
discriminator can therefore reject gamma events. 
-75- 
CHAPTER 4 
GENERAL TESTING OF THE TIME OF FLIGHT SYSTEM 
4.1 Neutron Beam Profile Measurement 
In order to ensure that the scattering sample intercepts the 
neutron beam in a manner that the centre of the sample coincides with 
the centre of the neutron cone, the dimensions of the neutron cone and 
its location was established accurately. The shape of the aperture 
through which the associated alpha particles are detected defines the 
shape of the neutron cone. 
The associated alpha particle detector was described in Chapter 2. 
Its aperture is an aluminium disc with a rectangular opening 25mm in 
height and 12.5mm in width machined at its centre. 
Fig. (4.1) shows the electronics for the measurement of the neutron 
beam profile. A stilbene detector, consisting of a thin stilbene 
crystal 30mmx40mm and only 3mm thick, mounted on a 56 AVP photo-
multiplier was used as neutron detector. This detector was fitted on 
a rail system which provided smooth and accurate movement of the detector 
assembly with an accuracy of 0.5mm, using the ruler incorporated with the 
rail system. The crystal scanned the beam in such a manner that neutrons 
enter the crystal through its edge (3mm thickness). 
Fast signals from the stilbene and alpha particle detectors were 
fed to two constant fraction discriminators (CFD) before being suitably 
delayed and then fed to a time to amplitude convertor (TAC) to form a 
fast coincidence system. The neutron-alpha coincidence rate selected 
by a single channel analyser (SCA) from the peak region of the spectrum 
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Figure 4.1: Electronics arrangement for neutron beam profile 
measurement. 
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was then recorded in the scaler 1. It was necessary to use the SCA in 
order to reduce the contribution of background due to random coincidences. 
To correct the stilbene counts for variation in neutron flux produced by 
the target, neutron counts were normalized by the number of alpha par- 
ticles selected by a second SCA from the linear alpha spectrum and stored 
in scaler 2. 
Similar measurements were carried out to determine the height of 
the neutron cone by setting up the stilbene detector rail mechanism 
vertically to scan the beam in 0.5 cm steps. 
In Figs. (4.2) and (4.3) the neutron beam profile dimensions at 20 cm 
from the target are shown, the location of the scattering sample in relation to 
the centre of the neutron beam is also illustrated. 
The coordinates of the centre of the neutron beam were identified 
with reference to the beam line and target chamber, using a 60 cm long 
arm with a pointer incorporated which was clamped round the deuteron 
beam line. During the course of the experiment the position of the 
scattering sample was checked against the position of the arm to ensure 
that the sample was fully illuminated by the neutron beam. 
4.2 Determination of the Zero Scattering Angle 
Following the positioning of the long high efficiency neutron 
detector at the appropriate height and angle at a distance of about 
13 metres from the scattering sample, the Zero Scattering angle for 
the long flight path T.O.F. System had to be established. This was 
performed by rotating the target chamber assembly round the deuteron 
beam axis at 0.3 degree steps and recording the neutron-alpha coin-
cidence rate between the alpha detector and long neutron detector, 
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normalized with the alpha particle counting rate. The angle resulting 
in the maximum neutron-alpha coincidence rate was decided as being the 
zero scattering angle of the scattering system. The accuracy of this 
measurement is estimated to be 0.3 degrees. The reliability of deter-
mining the zero angle was checked by further test of the alignment of 
the detector axis with the collimator axis, scattering sample and the 
centre of the neutron-producing target using both a telescope and a 
laser beam. 
A large protractor (60cm in diameter), machined from aluminium 
plate, was mounted round the deuteron beam line on a table, Fig. (2.2), 
parallel to the reaction plane, to provide determination of the scatter-
ing angle to an accuracy of ± 0.5 degree. 
4.3 Preliminary Scattering Test with the Thin Neutron Detector 
Having established the location of the neutron cone and also the 
zero scattering angle, a series of systematic tests were carried out 
for the purpose of evaluating the capability of the system in measuring 
differential scattering cross sections. Information such as scattered 
neutron counting rate, its relation with the background and the extent 
to which pulse shape discrimination together with the optimum energy 
bias can reduce the background in the time of flight spectra, was of 
primary interest to set up the scattering system satisfactorily. 
In the first attempt to observe scattered neutron spectra the 
thin (020 x  5cm) detector was positioned at the exit of the target col-
limator at a distance of about 300cm from the scattering sample. The 
sample was a cylinder of Iron of 2.5cm diameter and 5cm height. 
Figure (4.4) shows the time of flight spectrum taken at short 
























flight path. The counting time for the collection of this spectrum was 
one hour. The energy bias was quite low at only 0.6 MeV proton energy 
and pulse shape discrimination was not applied. The prominent peak at 
about channel 750 is the gamma peak due to the inelastic scattering of 
neutrons in the scattering sample. The peak at about channel 200 is 
the elastic peak. As a result of the high random coincidence back-
ground and insufficient counting statistics the inelastic peak is not 
very clearly seen. 
In the next spectrum, Fig. (4.5) collected with the same energy 
bias but applying neutron-gamma pulse shape discrimination, the inten-
sity of gamma peak reduced substantially (55%) compared with that of 
scattered neutrons, which did not change significantly (only 15%) . For 
even higher energy bias (ni 3.8 MeV proton energy) further reduction of 
the gamma peak was accompanied by the reduction of the background level 
and an increase of the scattered neutron to background ratio, Fig. (4.6). 
Table (4.1) is deduced on the basis of the three spectra shown in Figs. 
(4.4) to (4.6). The intensity of the gamma peak, scattered neutron 
peak and background was estimated simply from their height normalized 
with the monitor counts. 
TABLE 4.1 
No P.S.D. applied, 0.6 MeV bias 
P.S.D. applied, 0.6 MeV bias 
P.S.D. applied, 3.8 MeV bias 
Neutron Gamma Background 
intensity Intensity 
54 173 27 
46 79 16 
43 24 5 
Table 4.1 demonstrates that increasing the energy bias of the neutron 
detector from 0.6 to 3.8 MeV (proton energy) attenuates gamma events and 








































random events contributing to the background, by three times, though 
neutron scattered events are not affected seriously. This is pro-
bably due to the improvement of neutron-gamma P.S.D. peak separation 
as a result of increasing the energy bias. The inelastic peak due 
to the scattering of neutrons from the 2+  state of Iron at 0.846 
MeV can be seen on the left side of the elastic peak, Fig. (4.6). 
Tests performed with the thin detector, (020cmx5cm), at long 
flight path (= 12 metres) resulted in similar observations as with 
short flight path. The only difference, however, was the drop of 
counting rate as was expected at the rate of the inverse square of 
the distance. 
The increase in the number of scattered neutron to background 
ratio suggested that the flat background observed in the T.O.F. 
spectra was mainly caused by accidental gamma events. 
4.4 Scattering Test with the Large Volume Double Photomultiplier 
Neutron Detector 
The performance of the high efficiency neutron detector was tested 
by observing the scattered neutrons at 400  scattering angle from a 
(05cmx5 cm) sample of Iron over a flight path of 12.6 metres. The time 
of flight spectra for the front and the rear photomultip.liers were 
collected individually, before the time compensation method was applied. 
Fig. (4.7) shows the time of flight spectrum collected, using only the 
rear photomultiplier. Three observed peaks in this spectrum are due to 
gamma, elastic and inelastic events respectively from the high energy 
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end of the spectrum to the low energy end. 
The compensated time of flight spectra using both photomultipliers 
are shown in Figs. (4.8) to (4.10) for three different bias levels in 
order to investigate the optimum threshold energy for the neutron de-
tector. The gamma peak is not shown because the timing spectrum has 
been expanded for better separation of the elastic peak and the peak 
due to the inelastic scattering to the 0.846 MeV state in Iron. 
The time resolution achieved with the 05 x 5cm scattering sample 
was approximately 1.8ns. This time spread includes the time uncer-
tainty caused by the finite size of the sample (5cm diameter of sample 
could result in a time spread of ins (lo) for 14 MeV neutrons). 
•The spectra in Figs. (4.8) to (4.10) with bias levels at 4.0 MeV, 
6.0 MeV and 7.5 MeV show Only slight improvement in separation between 
elastic and inelastic peaks as a function of energy bias. It is worth 
noting that these spectra are not counted for the same time, the 
counting time substantially increased as the bias was increased from 
4.0 MeV to 6.0 MeV and then to 7.5 MeV, without significant improvement 
in the quality of spectra. It was then decided that an energy bias of 
around 4.0 MeV should be applied to the neutron detector for this 
measurement. 
The areas under elastic and inelastic peak from Iron time of flight 
spectra were used to check the Iron cross section measured at 400. 
The ratios: 
a1 (nron ,nY 
- 
75 
a  Iron  ,n') - 
- .0 
A 1 . 
- 
574 5.4  A i 105 
inelastic 
were determined, in which a 
Iron Iron (n,n), a 
(n,n') are Iron cross sections 
- 
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for elastic and inelastic scattering respectively(90)  . A and 
elastic 
A inelastic are the area under elastic and inelastic peaks respectively 
in the time of flight spectra, Fig. (4.9). These quantities were in 
good agreement within the experimental errors. 
4.5 Choice of Scatterer used for the Cross Section Calibration 
The scatterer for cross section calibration must be readily 
available in a pure form and also its cross section should be well 
known with reasonable accuracy. Among the elements meeting these 
two requirements are Hydrogen and Carbon. 
Hydrogen is in gaseous state and thetefore the polymer form of 
it with Carbon (CH 2)n'under the chemical name "Polyethylene" is 
commonly used to avoid difficulties in dealing with a gaseous sample. 
The major difficulty, however, with using a polyethylene sample is 
the complexity of the time of flight spectrum. That is because the 
n - p scattering peak and the peak resulting from inelastic scattering 
by carbon are energetically close and, due to the kinematic broadening 
effect on these two peaks, it is often difficult to separate these two 
overlapping peaks even in the angular range of 30_350  laboratory angle 
for which the carbon elastic peak, carbon inelastic and n - p scattering 
peaks are kinematically expected to be better separated. The peak over-
lapping effect become more significant at energies higher than around 
10 MeV with a realistically achievable energy resolution. Figs. (4.11) 
and (4.12) show the time of flight spectra obtained with 02.5x5cm and 
15 5cm cylindrical polyethylene samples at 320  scattering angle. Due 
to the finite size of the sample and its distance from the neutron 
producing target (n 20 cm) there is a maximum angular uncertainty of 
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 in scattering angle. Since the energy of then - p peak depends 
in a very sensitive way on the scattering angle, Fig. (4.13), this 
angular spread resulted in the broadening of the n - p peak by 
AE = 3.2 MeV and the carbon inelastic peak by AE = 250 key, both 







 . The broadening effect caused the strong overlap 
of these peaks. Glasgow et alJ9 performed additional scattering 
measurements with a carbon sample to correct for overlap of the n 
- p 
and the inelastic n 
- c scattering peaks. 
Another element which can be employed for cross section calibration 
is carbon (graphite). The carbon cross section is well known with an 
accuracy of 5% at 14 MeV. The elastic and inelastic carbon peaks are 
well separated (Q = -4.44 MeV) and so there is no possibility for the 
elastic peak to be contaminated with the inelastic peak. Fig. (4.14) 
shows the time of flight scattering spectrum of 14.1 Hey neutrons 
scattered from carbon at 200  scattering angle. 
4.6 Comparison of the Detection Efficiency of the Thin and the Thick 
Neutron Detector 
The efficiency of the large volume double photomultiplier neutron 
detector was estimated by comparing its spectra to the corresponding 
spectra obtained with the 5cm thick detector having the same diameter. 
The thick compensated neutron detector was approximately 4 times more 
efficient for 14 MeV neutrons obtained from the 3H(d,n)He reaction. 
The ratio of the volume of the time compensated detector to that of the 
thin detector was about 5. Probably attenuation of the incident 
neutrons in the detector package, base, photomultiplier and in the 






















approximately 3cm thick light guide facing the incoming neutrons could 
account for the departure of the measured efficiency ratio from the 
volume ratio for these two detectors. An analytical method of neutron 
detection efficiency calculation is discussed in this chapter. 
4.7 Analytical Calculation Method for the Calculation of the Detection 
Efficiency of the Neutron Detectors 
The quality of angular distribution measurements on neutrons by the 
time of flight technique depends strongly on the precise knowledge of the 
energy dependence of the neutron detection efficiency, especially when 
light nuclei are involved. 
The efficiency of a neutron detector is defined 
 (92) 
 as the ratio 
of the number of recoil protons to the number of incident neutrons or, 
more precisely, the efficiency c, of a neutron detector to neutrons 
of a given energy is the probability of such a neutron incident on the 
detector within some effective area, S, producing an acceptable pulse 
in the attendant electronics, sufficient to enable its presence to be 
detected and distinguished from noise. 
To apply the above definition, the mechanism of neutron detection 
in the scintillator has to be considered. Liquid scintillators com-
monly used for fast neutron detection, contain only carbon and hydrogen, 
the high concentration of the latter is of advantage for obtaining 
higher detection efficiency. 
• The detection efficiency determination of a neutron detector is 
rather difficult to perform due to the fact that different types of 
neutron interaction with hydrogen and carbon nuclei in the scintillator 
are possible and it is not a straight forward procedure to find out 
I - 
cm 
which interactions result in a pulse height above the bias and which do 
not. The complication of efficiency calculation begins when one wishes 
to take into calculation the effect of neutron carbon interactions. 
These interactions could be classified as inelastic and elastic groups. 
The most important of the inelastic group is the 12C(n,n')3a reaction. 
Above about 12 MeV the reaction 12C(n,n')3a which has a threshold at 
8.3 MeV contributes about one half of the total nonelastic cross-
section (93)  and therefore when neutrons with energy higher than about 
12 MeV are involved it must not be neglected. However, due to the 
difficulties such as the lack of knowledge of the kinematics of this 
reaction, the distribution of the reaction energy among the reaction 
products, and finally because of the non-linearity of the light res-
ponse curve of the scintillator, several Monte Carlo codes (94-97)  
for the efficiency calculation neglect the n - 3c process in 
scintillators. 
In the elastic group the following interactions are likely to be 
undertaken by the, incident neutrons in the scintillator: 
Double Scattering by Hydrogen. 
In double scattering by hydrogen, two recoil protons are produced 
in such rapid succession that they are recorded as a single event with 
an apparent energy which would be the sum of the two proton energies 
if the response of the scintillator were linear. 
Single and multiple scattering by Carbon 
The elastic interaction with carbon produces pulses well below the 
pulse height biases used in the present work and even multiple scat-
tering by carbon alone still does not produce pulses above the bias. 
That is because of the kinematics of the neutron-carbon reaction. As 
is shown in Fig. (4.13) neutrons can at most transfer 28% of their 
energy when they are elastically scattered from carbon. 
3) Hydrogen-Carbon events increase the efficiency only if the first 
event produces a pulse just below the bias and the pile up of the carbon 
event makes it bigger than the bias. This is generally a very small 
contribution. In a carbon-hydrogen event the first collision degrades 
the neutron energy only slightly (28%) so that the situation is about 
the same as without a first collision except for the pile up with the 
small carbon pulse. 
Taking into account (1-3) Dr05g(46)  has developed the efficiency 
formula: 
c(E,B) = !E   [l - exp(_tZH(E)J x 
+ E-B12 (1 
- exp(- EH  (E- )IiJ 
(4.1) 
where 
e(E,B) = is the detector efficiency at neutron energy E and 
proton bias B. 
10(E) = The product of hydrogen number density and hydrogen 
cross section at energy E. 
= The product of carbon number density and carbon cross 
section at energy E. 
t is the detector thickness.. 
In addition to (1-3) Fowler et alJ47 have estimated the effect 
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= S + S 
H C 
and F is the fraction of neutrons scattered by carbon which remain 
above the bias: 
E-B 
F = 
0.28E , for E>B>O.72E 
F = 1, for B < 0.72E 
9. is equal to the mean chord length in the scintillator and 
is taken to equal 
4v,5 
where V is the volume and S 
is the surface area. 
Since the total carbon cross section, which has many narrow resonances, 
is comparable to that of hydrogen and numbers of these two nuclei in the 
scintillator are comparable as well, the attenuation of neutron by 
carbon is of real importance. Fowler et alJ4 have shown that the 
agreement between the measured values and the calculation is good 
(within a few per cent of the efficiency value) up to a neutron energy 
at which the carbon charged particle reactions begin to have a signi- 
ficant effect (18 MeV for 4 MeV bias). 
In order to calculate the efficiency of our neutron detectors two 
FORTRAN Programs were written (EFFICINI, EFFICINII) on the basis of 
equations (4.1) and (4.2). In both Programs, n 
- p total cross 
section (98)  and n - c total cross sections up to 20 MeV were 
fitted to polynomials for the purpose of interpolating the data between 
the experimental data points for efficiency calculation. The n 
- c 
cross section in the energy range between 0 
- 20 MeV is tabulated in 
ref. (99, 100) 
Figs. (4.15) to Fig. (4.17) show the calculated detection efficiency 
for two different detector sizes and various bias levels. Neglecting 
the multiple scattering contribution of carbon will make the calculated 
value lower than the actual value, whereas neglecting the flux attenua-
tion by carbon, especially in long scintillators such as the one used 
here, will make the calculated value higher than the actual value. 
The above method of efficiency prediction was used in the present 
work to determine the efficiency of both of the neutron detectors 
(020 x 5cm and 020 x  25cm). The detectors were calibrated using stan- 
dard gamma ray sources. The bias energy for each measurement was 
initially determined in terms of electron energy. The proton energy 
equivalent to electron energy was derived from the following expression 
parameterized by Madey et al. (101) for NE224 scintillator by adjustment 
to the experimental data: 
T . = T - 8.2(1 - exp(-O.lT °88)) (4.4) 
Te and T are electron energy and its equivalent proton energy res-
pectively and are expressed in MeV. 
The reliability of the method described above for the detection 
efficiency calculations was checked, using the time of flight spectra 
obtained from neutrons scattered by Carbon and Polyethylene scattering 
samples. These spectra provided the detection efficiency check at 
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energy regions of about 13.5 MeV, 9.2 MeV and 8.3 MeV. 
Figs. (4.14) and (4.12) show the time of flight spectra of neutrons 
scattered from Graphite and Polyethylene. The areas under elastic and 
inelastic peaks extracted from these spectra were compared with the 
elastic and the inelastic cross sectionsof Carbon and the elastic 
cross section of Hydrogen. 
If CC(n,n)  is the elastic cross section of Carbon and ac(nn') 
is the inelastic Carbon cross section then: 
CC(n,n) c(E1) Aelastic 
(4.5) 
and aC(n,n) a e(E2) A. inelastic 
in which c(El) and e(E2) are the detector efficiency at energy El 
and E2 respectively and A 
elastic inelastic 
and A represent the area 





UC(n,n) c(E2) Ai1i 
By substituting the values for A 
elastic' Ainelastic C(t1t ) and 
aC(nn). ref. (102), the expected ratio will be: 
= e(14 MeV)  
36.5 c(9.2 MeV) . 1875 
E(14 MeV) = 98% 
e(9.2 MeV) 





E cal c (9.2 MeV) 47.3 
Similar calculations for the Polythene spectrum and Carbon spectrum at 
200 scattering angle suggest the calculated and expected ratios of the 
detection efficiency are in agreement within 2-3% 
In addition to the test described above, the analytical method of 
efficiency calculation was also compared with a Monte Carlo calculation 
reported in ref. (71) for a similar neutron detector. Fig. (4.18) 
shows the difference between absolute efficiencies given by these two 
methods at 5 MeV, 10 MeV and 15 14ev energies. The efficiencies pre-
dicted by the analytical method tend to be slightly higher than those 
given by the Monte Carlo calculation. Particularly at 10 MeV which 
appears to be the resonance region for the Carbon cross section. This 
discrepancy, however, is of no concern since the quantity of interest 
for cross section calculation is not the absolute
,  efficiency but the 
relative efficiency, that is the ratio of two efficiency values. 
Table (4.2) shows, the ratio of efficiencies at 5 Hey, 10 Hey and 15 MeV 
to that of 15 Hey for both analytical and Monte Carlo methods. 
The larger difference between relative efficiencies given by Monte 
Carlo and the analytical method is at 10 MeV where resonance for Carbon 
cross section occurs. The resonance effects are, however, much less 
pronounced at the bias energy of this work, Fig. (4.19). One can then 
conclude that the two methods are generally in agreement within about 
3%. 
E (S) c(lO) c(15) 
c(15) c(15) c(15) 
Monte Carlo 1.04 1.12 1 
Analytical Method 1.07 1.19 1 
ui2/e4 Monle Carlo & flnalyHoal CalculaHons 
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4.8 Dependence of the Energy Resolution of the Neutron Detector 
on the Incident Neutron Energy 
Since according to equation (3.11) the velocities of all neutrons 
with various energies in the scintillator was approximated by a constant 
value, the time compensation due to the detector size is therefore 
strictly correct at only one energy, E, which corresponds to $
0C. 
For some range of energies about E
0 
 this approximation remains valid 
and will introduce little error into the determination of the compensated 
flight time, t. As the energy of the incident neutron deviates from 
E0, however, the error introduced by the approximation will increase. 
In order to show this effect on the time resolution of the neutron 
detector, the dependence of the time resolution achieved, at different 
neutron energies is shown in Fig. (4.20). The data points are obtained 
from the neutron time of flight spectra collected with Bismuth and 
Graphite samples. Energy resolution of the peaks due to scattering to 
the Bismuth ground state and excited states at 2.6 MeV, 4.2 MeV and 
5.5 MeV are plotted along with that of ground state and 4.44 MeV 
excited state of Carbon. The values of time resolution include broadening 
effect due to the finite sample size and the contribution of the smoothing 
of the time of flight spectra discussed in Chapter 5. the time resolution 
is over 2.Ons for 14 MeV neutrons and increases to 6ns at about 7 MeV 
neutron energy. An energy resolution of %300 keVis maintained through-
out the range of energies of interest, 7-14 MeV. 
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DATA REDUCTION AND CORRECTIONS 
In this chapter the method by which the differential elastic 
and inelastic cross sections were obtained from the experimental 
time of flight spectra and the correction of the data are discussed. 
The results are presented and compared with those from previous works. 
5.1 Calculation of Cross Section from Time of Flight Spectra 
5.1.1 Spectrum Smoothing 
Figs. (5.1) - (5.9) show the time of flight spectra obtained 
from scattering of 14.1 MeV neutrons by Bismuth at angles between 
20 - 90 degrees. The typical running time required to collect such 
a spectrum was between 60 - 70 hours. At more backward scattering 
angles of 80 or 90 degrees, substantially longer running time was 
necessary to achieve useful statistical accuracy. That is due to 
the small inelastic cross section of Bismuth at this energy. 
In order to reduce the statistical fluctuation, the 1024 channel 
spectrum was smoothed initially by adding the contents of each suc- 
cessive 4 channels together, producing a 256 channel spectrum on 
which further analysis was performed. A FORTRAN program 'SMOOTH5' 
was written on the basis of the smoothing formula given by Hildebrand (103) 
This program was used for further smoothing of the spectrum. 
SNOOTH5 reduces the spectrum's statistical scatter by fitting a 
first degree polynomial to every subgroup of 5 points by the least- 
squares method. The formula are of the form: 
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= *0f2+2f -1 o 
+f -f 2) 
= (4f 2  + 3f 1  + 2f + f1) (5.1) 
yo = t(f2+fi+f+fi +f2) 
where the omitted formulae, for y1 and y2, are obtained from the 
formulae for y 1 and y 2 by reversing the numbering of the coor- 
dinates. 
This technique of smoothing conserves the information pertaining 
to the desired parameters of the peaks and yields unambiguous peak 
structure which helped to improve the search for the peak parameters 
only. it could not of course improve the accuracy of the experi-
mental data. 
The parameter of interest here is the area under the peak which 
is conserved though the height and the width of the peak may change 
to allow the area conservation. 
Fig. (5.10) demonstrates the effect of smoothing in the time 
spectrum. 
5.1.2 Subtraction of the background 
Flat background is one of the useful features of the associated 
particle method in which the background is caused by accidental coin-
cidence and is thus structureless(14). Fig. (5.11:1) shows the time of 
flight spectrum of neutrons scattered from a graphite sample. Apart 
from the regions where elastic and inelastic peaks are expected the 
background is flat and structureless. Similarly the spectrum obtained 
-93- 
by scattering from a polythene, (CH  2)n'  sample showed a time uncor-
related background, Fig. (5.1Z). 
These observed time of flight spectra suggested a structureless 
background slightly higher at the high energy end of the spectrum, 
gradually reducing towards the lower energy end. 
The interactive program SMOOTH5 described in the previous section 
(5.1.1) was capable of fitting a line with suitable height and slope, 
in an interactive fashion, to estimate the background level derived 
from the level of time of flight spectrum beyond the elastic peak and 
from the very low energy end of the spectrum. The reliability of 
visually fitting the background was checked by fitting a straight 
line to the background using the least-squares fitting method. This 
straight line normally fitted data points spread over 200 channels 
in the neutron energy regions where no peaks were expected, that is 
beyond the elastic peak and also close to the detector energy bias. 
The parameters of the line fitted to the background were then used 
for the background subtraction from the time of flight spectrum. 
5.1.3 Determination of the area under the peak 
Having dealt with the question of the background by choosing 
a method for the background subtraction, another interactive- FORTRAN 
Program (GAUSEXP) with search routine was written for unfolding of 
the overlapping peaks. The peak's shapes were determined after in-
vestigating the shape of the well isolated peaks obtained from 
graphite and Bismuth, Figs. (5.I1)and (5.10). From these spectra it 
was evident that the peaks could be well defined by a Gaussian distri-
bution. However, at very forward scattering angles where the elastic 





















PEAK SHAPE FUNCTION 
-94- 
cross section for Carbon and for Bismuth is high, some deviations of 
the peak shape from the Gaussian were observed on the low energy side 
of the peak, Fig. (5.1). 
The peak profile was then empitically determined to consist of 
a Gaussian peak to which an exponential tail was added on the low 
energy side. 
GAIJSEXP was used to search for the best fit to the recognized 
peaks, taking into account the tailing. 
The central part and the high energy side of the peak are des-
cribed in GAUSEXP by a Gaussian and the tail by a simple exponential 
function. The already subtracted flat background was not represented 
in the peak shape. 
The form of a single peak is given in Fig. (5.13). A fourth para-
meter Z, is introduced to the three parameter Gaussian fitting and 
the line shape is described as (105)  
F £(2x - 2x Pi  + 
fj = HJexPL 2a32 ]  , (5.2) 
for x < xpj  - 
and: 
(x x) 
= Hex [12 2 (5.3) - 
 






5 = Height of the Gaussian for the Jth peak, 
a3 = Width of the Gaussian for the Jth peak, 
= Distance, in channel units between the peak location 
and the junction point of the two fitting functions. 
x = Location of the peak in channel units. 
= Centroid of the Gaussian for the Jth peak. 
(FWHM)3 = Full width at half maximum of the Jth peak. 
In the peak search, real peaks occurring at all scattering 
angles consistently were distinguished and located according to the 




Yields were obtained for isolated peaks in the spectra both by 
direct summation of the counts and by fitting line shapes to the peak, 
to check for the consistency of the yield extraction. 
Due to the large number of counts under the elastic peak, par-
ticularly at more forward angles and the sharpness of the elastic 
peak, the magnitude of the elastic yield was quite sensitive to the 
quality of fitting and therefore for each case, the value of the 
yield given by the GAUSEXP was checked against direct summation of 
counts, for consistency. 
In order to calculate the area under each inelastic peak, a 
gaussian distribution centred at the peak position was fitted to 
the peak. The peak's standard deviation was determined by an ex-
perimental energy-dependent resolution function and the energy 
spread of the group of levels related to the peak under investi-
gation. The standard deviation for each neutron group was kept 
the same when fitting to the same neutron peak at all angles. 
The area under the gaussian and associated exponential was 
evaluated by the program after the minimum x2 is achieved. 
A second fitting code LGFIT2, written by B. Von Meerwall(1O6) 
was modified to run on the EMAS (Edinburgh.Multi Access System), 
ICL75 machines. Being an interactive fitting code GAUSEXP however, 
proved to be more efficient and was used for peak fitting throughout 
this work. 
5.1.4 Calculation of cross sections from the experimental data 
Yields, exttacted by the Gaussian fitting method explained in 
the previous section, were used to calculate the angular distribution 
of cross sections. This calculation was based on the equation 
below (91)  
do 
Y 
samp c (0) e (B ) N F i 




dq (e,E.) = differential cross section for the scattering of 
neutrons of incident energy E. through the 
laboratory angle 0 in mb/sr. 
Ysamp(0) c' = Yield in the peak of interest in the time of flight 
spectrum (background subtracted), and n.c. peak in the 
graphite scatterer time of flight spectrum (background 
subtracted), respectively. Y 
samp c 
and Y are monitor 
normalized yields. 
E: 
c  (B ), c samp (E 0 )= relative efficiency for the detection of neutrons 
of energy E scattered from Carbon through 4'. 
and energy E0 scattered from scattering sample through 
0, respectively. 
N samp c , N 
= Number of nuclei in the scattering sample and number of 
Carbon nuclei in Carbon sample. 
ac Ei) = Carbon differential cross section for the scattering of 
neutrons of incident energy E. through the laboratory 
angle 4'. 
Ac = the flux attenuation of the Carbon sample. 
F samp  and F c , the fluence attenuation factors correct for the 
anisotropy of the incident neutron flux from the target, and for the 
fact that the Carbon and the scattering samples could be of different 
size. In cases where the neutron producing target is isotropic as 
the H(d,n) He reaction is and also the Carbon and the scattering 
sample sizes satisfy the expression: 
H2(H2 +D2) = H2 (H2 +D2 ) c c c samp samp samp (5.5) 
where H 
c c samp samp 
, D and H , D are the height and diameter of the 
Carbon scatterer and those of the scattering sample, respectively, 
Velkleyet al.  (107)  have shown by Monte Carlo simulation that the ratio 
Fc/F samp can be assumed to be 1.00 ± 0.01. The criterion shown by 
equation (5.5) was satisfied for the Carbon and Bismuth samples used 
in this work. 
The flux attenuation factor Ac  for Carbon was calculated by 
using the disk approximation of Kinney(108)  from equation: 
Ac = exp{ 
Tr 
-[ZT(c,Ei)]R + (c,E.)]R } (5.6) 3n R 1 c 
cum 
where: 
ET(c,Ei) = the macroscopic total cross section of Carbon 
at the incident energy E. 
ER(c,Ei) = non-elastic macroscopic total cross section of 
Carbon at energy E. 
R = Carbon sample radius 
and also by a Monte Carlo calculation09). Both methods of cal- 
culation were performed for the sample sizes and the geometry used 
in this experiment and the agreement was found to be better than 
5%. Since the Monte Carlo method is expected to be the more accurate 
method, the flux attenuation factor obtained from MULTSCAT code was 
ised for cross section calculation. a(4,E1), carbon cross section 
for cross section scaling was obtained from ref. (102). 
5.2 Excitation Energies Observed by 14.1 MeV Neutron Scattering 
The time of flight spectra obtained from neutrons scattered by 
Bismuth 209 at various angles are shown in Figs. (5.1) - (5.9)Y. 
The observed inelastic neutron excitation energies were cal-
culated from the incident energy, flight path, and flight times. 
The dependence of the flight path on the scattering angle due to the 
geometry of the experiment in which the scattering sample is rotated 
round the deuteron beam line in order to change the scattering angle, 
though not significant, has been taken into account for the observed 
excitation energy calculation. Due to the heavy mass of the 
scatteer the change of the scattered neutron energy as a result 
of the kinematics of the scattering was also negligible. 
-99— 
A neutron group was accepted for the determination of excitation 
energy when reliably observed at all the scattering angles for which 
measurements were performed. The observed excitation energies were 
defined as the simple averages of the respective measured values with 
the uncertainties expressed as the deviation from the mean value. Up 
to approximately 7.9 NeV excitation energy 10 excitations were so 
identified in Bismuth 209 as summarized in Table (5.1). These 
excitation groups were all identified with the excitation energy 
information available for 208 209 Pb and Bi (110) . Each energy group 
TABLE (5.1) 
Observed excitation energies in Bismuth 209 











Excitation Energy (MeV) 
2.6 ± 0.1 
3.4 ± 0.1 
4.2 ± 0.1 
4.8 ± 0.1 
5.5 ± 0.1 
6.2 ± 0.1 
6.8 ± 0.1 
7.1 ± 0.1 
7.4 ± 0.1 
7.9 ± 0.1 
corresponded to excitation levels of energies where the experimental 
resolution was not comparable with the expected detail of the 209 B 
structure. As a result of that most of the observed neutron groups 
were probably composites of several components. 
±02 8 )4eV 











































DETAIL IN REF(110) 
Fig. 5.14• 
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In the time of flight spectra some structure was observed above 
the 7.9 MeV level. The uncertainty for these levels, however, was 
such that they could not reliably be analysed. 
Table (5.1) shows that the observed excitation energies are, 
within the accuracy to which the energies can be determined, con-
sistent with previously reported structure information as illus-
trated in Fig. (5.14). 
5.3 Correction for Finite Geometry and Multiple Scattering in the 
Scattering Samples 
In reducing data from a neutron time of flight scattering ex- 
periment to elastic and inelastic neutron scattering cross sections, 
using equation (5.4), three effects due to the finite size of the 
scattering sample must be taken into account: neutron attenuation 
in the sample, angular spread in single scattering, and multiple 
scattering. 
Corrections for finite sample size effects in cylindrical samples 
have been attempted by several experimenters in the field of fast neutron 
scattering using either analytical or Monte Carlo methods. Analytical 
treatments of the multiple scattering problem have been given by Placzek(11U 
and Block and Jonker 
(112) 





The difficulty involved in an analytical treatment is to estimate the 
validity of the necessary simplifying assumptions which may make this 
method less accurate than the Monte Carlo method. Despite this diffi- 
culty a comparative study by Velk-ley et al.  G0  of Monte Carlo and 
analytical corrections has shown good agreement between these methods. 
-101- 
In this work a Monte Carlo Program M1JLTSCAT09) was used to 
correct for finite sample size effects. The correction applied to 
the observed elastic cross section angular distribution is given by 
the expression: 
it F a = (5.7) 
c p 
The ratio, -- is the correction for the anisotropy of the 
target neutrons, where t' is the neutron flux from the target in 
the direction of the scatterer centre and T is the mean neutron 
flux from the target within the first solid angle of the scatterer. 
For the isotropic H(d,n)He reaction used in this work the ratio 
is unity. 
is the flux attenuation correction factor and q is the 
F 
correction for the loss of neutrons in the scatterer by non-elastic 
collisions. MIJLTSCAT also corrects the experimental angular distri-
bution for the elastic neutron multiple scattering in the sample, 
the finite angular resolutions of the target scatterer and scatterer 
detector systems. The program involved an iterative process in 
which successively better approximations were sought. 
In the Monte Carlo method the scattered neutrons are followed 
from collision to collision in the scattering sample. 
To obtain good accuracy for the flux attenuation factor, 
F 
the calculations were performed by using at least five neutron groupth 
each containing 2 x lO neutrons. 
The correction q and the multiple scattering corrections 
were calculated by using three iterations each with 5 x lO neutrons. 
The number of neutrons used should be increased depending on the sample 
size. 
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The correction described above was performed for the Carbon 
(graphite) scattering sample employed to normalize cross. sections 
measured in this work. The total cross section, total inelastic, 
and total capture cross sections required by the MULTSCAT code were 
taken from ref. (114). The Monte Carlo calculation showed that the 
effect of multiple scattering on the elastic scattering cross 
section is negligible for this sample. The magnitude of the flux 
attenuation factor amounts to 1.22 and is in agreement with the 
result of the analytical approach of W.E. Kinney, equation (5.6), 
to within 5%. However the multiple scattering factor was only 0.5%. 
TABLE 5.2 
Characteristics of the Scattering Samples 
Element Form Density Abundance Dimensions (mm) Weight 
% Height Diameter (gr) 
209 B Metallic 10.25 100% 50.8 50.8 1007 
Solid 
12 
C Graphite 1.57 98.9% 50.0 50.0 154.8 
Finite Sample Size Correction to the Differential Inelastic Cross Sections 
The cross sections for the inelastic neutron groups derived from 
equation (5.4) had to be corrected for the effects of finite sample size. 
These corrections are the effect of multiple inelastic scattering in the 
sample, attenuation of the incident neutron flux due to the thickness 
of the sample and the effect of the angular spread resulting from the 
sample size and the geometry of the experiment. 
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A simple correction formula developed by Engelbrecht(1I5), for 
inelastic scattering from cylindrical scattering samples, was used 
to correct the inelastic data. In this correction process the in-
elastic scattering is assumed to be isotropic and elastic scattering 
taking place after an inelastic collision is neglected, while removal 
of inelastic neutrons due to further inelastic scattering or other 
absorptive processes are taken into account. 
The multiple scattering correction estimated by the Engelbrecht 
formula was found to be negligible as expected. 
The flux attenuation correction for the inelastic data was per-
formed in the same manner as for the elastic cross section by the 
Monte Carlo Code (MULT SCAT). 
One important effect which it seemed necessary to consider is 
the effect of angular spread on the inelastic scattering data. It 
should be noted that the scattering angle is not unique but covers 
a range of several degrees in this work, due to the finite solid 
angle subtended by the scatterer as seen from the target. The 
angular spreads amounted to ± 7.0 degrees throughout the whole 
angular range except 20 degrees. When the scattering measurement 
at 20 degrees was performed the target-scatterer geometry had to 
be modified by increasing target to scattering sample distance 
from approximately 19 cm to 28 Cm. The angular spread for this 
angle was therefore reduced to ± 5.1 degrees. As far as inelastic 
scattering is concerned the effect of the angular spread on the 
cross section is of no significance due to the shape of the in-
elastic scattering angular distribution which varies smoothly with 
the scattering angle. Fig. (5.Q5) shows a typical inelastic 
scattering angular distribution calculated for Bismuth 209 and for 
200 





X-SecHon averaged over 15 dog. 



















Q = 2.6 MeV using the DWBA calculation code DWIJCK-4 (Chapter 6) 
The points in Fig. (5.15) are the averaged cross section over 15 
degrees. It can be observed from the graph that the points re-
sulting from averaging the cross section are still sufficiently 
close to the magnitude of the cross section given by the original 
curve and that no correction for finite angular spread need be 
considered. 
Data Presentation 
A) Bismuth Elastic Scattering Cross section. 
Differential elastic scattering cross section data for Bismuth 
is presented in Fig. (5.16) and tabulated in Table 5.3. 
The scattering sample dimensions are given in Table 5.2. Due to 
the relatively large sample size used in this work the elastic data 
had to be corrected for flux attenuation. Fig. (5.16) also shows the 
corrected elastic scattering cross section data. 
The flux attenuation factor for the Bismuth sample was cal-
culated by the Monte Carlo Code MULTSCAT using total cross sections, 
total inelastic cross sections and absorption cross sections given 
(114) 
by Howerton The magnitude of the flux attenuation factor was 
1.32 for neutrons of 14 MeV energy incident on the scatterer. Table 
5.3 compares the uncorrected and corrected values of the elastic 
scattering cross section for Bismuth. The errors shown in Table 5.3 
include the counting statistical error, background subtraction error, 
and Monte Carlo errors associated with the flux attenuation calculation 
for both Carbon and Bismuth samples, the 5% scaling error due to the 











uncertainty of Carbon cross section and 3% error in the detector 
relative detection efficiency are also included in the tabulated 
elastic cross section data. These errors have been added quadratically 
to give the total error. 
There are several previous reports in the literature utilizing 
14 11eV neutrons for measuring the elastic scattering differential 
cross section for Bismuth. Fig. (5.17) illustrates the measurements 
(25)! (30) (31) 
of Stelson et al. , Kuijper et al. and Matoha et al. 
together with the present measurements. These data are in good 
agreement. The agreement is specially good between the data of 
Stelson et al., Matoha et al. and of this work. Some discrepancies 
are observed between the Kuijper et al. data and the rest of the dis-
tributions shown in Fig. (5.17), especially at backward angles where 
the Kuijper et al. data is too high. In Fig. (5.18)  the differential 
elastic scattering cross section of 14.6 11eV neutrons measured by 
Cross and Jarvis
(116) 
 and also the elastic scattering cross section 
measured by Elliot 
 (117) 
 are compared with our data. The agreement 
between these three sets of data is reasonably good. There are, 
however, distinct discrepancies between the data of cross and Jarvis 
and the other data at angles higher than about 80 degrees. Their 
data is generally less accurate and too large above 80 degrees. 
It is believed that too high a cross section in this region is due to 
contamination of elastic neutrons by those scattered from the low- 
(116) 
excited states of Bismuth, Cross and Jarvis 
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Differential Elastic Cross Section at 14.1 MeV 
(da/ds)L b mb/sr 
Uncorrected Corrected 
976.9 ±2 1289.5 ±29 
271.08 ± 4 357.8 ± 9 
346.0 ± 4 456.72 ±11 
376.4 ± 4 496.8 ±12 
181.75 ± 7 239.91 ± 9 
55.89 ± 5 73.77 ± 5 
•gs ± 4 97.61 ± 5 
35.7 ± 5 47.12 ± 5 
9.27 ±2 12.23±2 













B) Inelastic Scattering Cross Sections to 209 B Excited States 
Differential inelastic scattering cross sections to 10 excited 
states of Bismuth have been measured up to an excitation energy of 
7.9 MeV. Cross section data for these excited states are presented 
in Tables (5.4 - 5.13) and Figs. (5.22) - (5.30). 
The errors shown in Tables 5.4 - 5.13 are the total error and 
include the counting statistical error, background subtraction error, 
Monte Carlo: Correction errors associated with the flux attenuation 
calculation for both Carbon and Bismuth samples. The 5% cross 
section scaling error due to the uncertainty of Carbon cross section 
and 3% error associated with the detector relative efficiency are 
also included in the tabulated inelastic data. The scaling and the 
detector efficiency errors were a negligible source of error in most 
cases. 
Previous measurements are available only for the 2.6 MeV, 
flj 4.2 MeV and °.. 5.5 MeV states. There are three published measure- 
ments On the Bismuth excited states. Kuijper et al. 
30) 
 measured 
inelastic scattering cross sections to 2.6 MeV, 4.2 MeV and 5.5 MeV 
states of Bismuth. Stelson et al. ( 
25  ), measured inelastic scattering 
cross sections to two excited states of Bismuth, 2.6 MeV and 4.2 MeV 
for only 6 angles. Matoba et alJ 31 studied 2.6 MeV, flj 4.2 MeV 
and fl  5.8 MeV excited states in more detail. These available data, 
however, do not agree particularly well. A brief account of the 
extent to which the data of Matoba et al., Kuijper et al., and 
Stelson et al. agree with each other is given below. 
Q = -2.6 MeV 
Fig. (5.19) illustrates the published data for this state. The 
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agreement in the angular range of 47 degrees to 98 degrees, to which 
the measurement of Stelson et al. is limited. Stelson et al. did 
not perform any measurement at more forward angles, where the measure- 
ment would be more difficult and normally results in less accuracy 
due to the increase of background. The accuracy of the data of 
Stelson et al. varies between about 15% at 47 degrees to 21% at 98 
degrees scattering angle. The data of Matoba et al. for this state 
is generally more accurate than that of Stelson et al. Their accuracy 
amounts to approximately 2.5% to 14% for angles between 30 degrees 
to 150 degrees. Their data for 20 degrees, however, is very inac- 
curate, ± 53%. The measurements of Kuijper et al. are not only less 
accurate (accuracy ranges between 30% to 100%) but they also suggest 
a magnitude for the cross section more than twice as large as the 
other data for most of the angles they investigated. The present 
work presents the cross section for the 2.6 MeV excited state of 
209 B in the angular range between 20 degrees and 90 degrees. The 
magnitude of our data is consistent with that of Matoba et al. 
and that of Stelson et al. The accuracy of our data varies between 
8% and 14%. 
At 20 degrees our data (accuracy 13%) is much more accurate 
than that of Matoba et al. Being consistent with the work of 
Matoba et al. and that of Stelson the result of this work there- 
fore rejects the data of Kuijper as being too high. 
Q = -4.2MeV. 
There are three available measurements for the 4.2 MeV excited 
state of 209Bi, Stelson et al.( 25), Kuijper et al. 30)  and Matoba 
et al. 31),  Fig. (5.20). The data of this work is in agreement with 





























the data of Matoba et al. and Stelson et al. This agreement is rather 
better for more backward angles. At more forward angles our data is 
slightly higher than that of Matoba et al. at 50 degrees, the 
measurement of Matoba et al. seems to be too low. It is inconsistent 
with our measurement and possibly with the measurements of Stelson 
et al. at 47 degrees and 52 degrees. There is close agreement at 
20 degrees between our data and the data of Matoba et al. The data 
of Kuijper et al. is substantially higher than other measurements 
as shown in Fig. (5.20). It is also the less accurate set of measure-
ments. The present measurements are considerably more accurate than 
any published data on the 4.2 MeV state and tend to reject the data 
of Kuijper et al. as too high and inaccurate. 
Q = -5.5 MeV 
There are only two previous sets of measurements for the 5.5 
MeV excited states performed by Matoba et al. and Kuijper et al. 
The present measurements are in fair agreement with the 
measurements of Matoba et al, especially at angles above 40 degrees. 
For more forward angles the agreement is not particularly good. The 
present measurements show a tendency to higher cross sections than 
those of Matoba et al. at angles between 20 degrees to 40 degrees. 
Fig. (5. 21) demonstrates differences between the three sets of data. 
The dataOf Kuijper et al. are much higher than the other two sets, 
especially their measurement at 40 degrees scattering angle. The 
accuracy of our data is overall better than the accuracy of other 
measurements shown in Fig. (5.21).  The present data are considerably 
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Differential inelastic cross section, Q = 2.6 MeV. 
(dcl/dQ) (mb/sr) 
Uncorrected Corrected 
10.35 ± 1.7 13.66 ± 2.0 
10.59 ± 1.2 13.97 ± 1.6 
8.65 ± 0.8 11.41f± 1.2 
8.31 ± 0.9 10.96 ± 1.4 
7.27 ±1.0 9.60 ± 1.3 
7.81 ± 0.5 10.30 ± 0.9 
5.89 ± 0.6 7.77 ± 0.8 
3.57 ± 0.6 4.71 ± 0.7 














Differential inelastic cross section, Q = -3.4 MeV. - 
Lab. Angle do /do) mb/sr. 
(Degrees) 
Uncorrected Corrected 
20 3.64 ± 0.5 4.80 ± 0.7 
30 4.04 ± 1.1 5.33 ± 1.3 
34 1.78 ± 0.6 2.34 ± 0.7 
38.2 3.12 ± 0.9 4.11 ± 1.0 
50 2.10 ± 0.8 2.77 ± 0.9 
60 2.20 ± 0.6 2.90 ± 0.7 
70 1.0 ±0.5 1.32 ± 0.5 
80 1.69 ± 0.4 2.230± 0.5 
90 0.76 ± 0.3 1.00 ± 0.3 
51Pa 
TABLE 5.6 
Differential inelastic cross section, Q = -4.2 tteV. 
Lab. Angle do /do) mb/sr. 
(Degrees) 
Uncorrected Corrected 
20 8.07 ± 0.6 10.6 ± Lo 
30 8.41 ± 1.6 11.10 ± 1.8 
34 8.58 ± 0.8 11.32 ± 1.2 
38.2 7.58 ± 0.8 10.00 ± 1.1 
50 8.23 ± 1.0 10.86 ± 1.3 
60 5.82 ± 1.0 7.68 ± 1.2 
70 5.22 ± 1.0 6.89 ± 1.2 
4 
80 3.02 ± 0.5 3.98 ± 0.6 
90 2.30 ± 0.4 3.03 ± 0.5 
-113- 
TABLE 5.7 
Differential inelastic cross section, Q = -4.8 MeV. 
Lab. Angle do /do) mb/sr. 
(Degrees) 
Uncorrected Corrected 
20 3.98 ± 0.7 5.25 ± 0.8 
30 5.42 ± 0.7 . 7.15 ± 0.9 
34 3.21 ± 0.6 4.23 ± 0.7 
38.2 3.10 ± 1.0 4.09 ± 1.1 
50 3.37±0.8 4.44±0.9 
60 1.94 ± 0.6 2.56 ± 0.6 
70 2.30 ± 0.6 3.03 ± 0.6 
80 1.89 ± 0.6 2.49 ± 0.7 
90 1.26 ± 0.4 1.66 ± 0.4 
-114- 
TABLE 5.8 
Differential inelastic cross section, Q = -5.5 NeV. 
Lab. Angle (da/dQ) mb/sr. 
(Degrees) 
Uncorrected Corrected 
20 8.16 ± 0.8 10.77 ± 1.2 
30 7.69 ± 1.5 10.15 ± 1.7 
34 5.43 ± 0.7 7.16 ± 0.9 
38.2 7.1 ± 1.3 9.37 ± 1.5 
50 3.36 ± 0.9 4.43 ± 1.0 
60 4.50 ± 1.2 5.94 ± 1.3 
70 3.42 ± 1.3 4.51 ± 1.4 
80 1.65 ± 0.7 2.17 ± 0.8 
90 1.69 ± 0.5 2.23 ± 0.5 
-115- 
TABLE 5.9 
Differential inelastic cross section, Q = -6.2 MeV. 
Lab. Angle (dG/g)  mb/sr. 
(Degrees) Lab.  
Uncorrected Corrected 
20 2.93 ± 0.6 3.86 ± 0.7 
30 3.03 ± 0.8 3.99 ± 0.9 
34 2.50 ± 0.7 3.3 ±*0.7 
38.2 5.39 ± 0.9 7.11 ± 1.0 
50 3.04 ± 1.2 4.01 ± 1.2 
60 1.38 ± 0.4 1.82 ± 0.5 
70 3.03 ± 0.7 3.99 ± 0.8 
80 1.46 ± 0.6 1.92 ± 0.6 
90 1.04 ± 0.2 1.37 ± 0.2 
Boris 
TABLE 5.10 
Differential inelastic cross section, Q = -6.8 MeV. 
Lab. Angle (dC/dc2) mb/sr. 
(Degrees) 
Uncorrected Corrected 
20 2.58 ± 0.6 3.40 ± 0.6 
30 2.43 ± 0.7 3.20 ± 0.7 
34 2.73 ± 0.6 3.60 ± 0.7 
38.2 2.77 ± 1.1 3.65 ±:.1.2 
50 1.29 ± 0.5 1.70 ± 0.5 
60 2.49 ± 0.9 3.28 ± 0.9 
70 2.5 ± 0.7 3.3 ± 0.7 
80 0.72 ± 0.1 0.95 ± 0.1 
90 0.85 ± 0.2 1.12 ± 0.2 
sue 
TABLE 5.11 
Differential inelastic cross section, Q = 7.1 MeV. 
Lab. Angle 
(Degrees) 
(  do/  dc2) mb/sr. 
Uncorrected Corrected 
2.37 ± 0.8 3.12 ± 0.9 
3.16 ± 0.6 4.17 ± 0.7 
2.42 ± 6.7 3.19 ± 0.8 
2.64 ± 0.8 3.48 ± 0.9 
1.60 ± 0.7 2.11 ± 0.7 
1.78 ± 0.9 2.34 ± 0.9 
1.02 ± 0.4 1.34 ± 0.4 
0.72 ± 0.3 0.95 ± 0.3 











Differential inelastic cross section, Q = -7.4 11eV. 
Lab. Angle da/d) mb/sr. 
(Degrees) 
Uncorrected Corrected 
20 2.21 ± 0.8 2.91 ± 0.8 
30 3.17 ± 0.6 4.18 ± 0.7 
34 2.33 ± 0.6 3.07 ± 0.7 
38.2 1.5 ± 0.5 1.98 ± 0.5 
50 1.89 ± 0.6 2.49 ± 0.6 
60 0.97 ± 0.5 1.28.± 0.5 
70 1.93 ± 0.5 2.54 ± 0.5 
80 2.12 ± 0.7 2.79 ± 0.7 
90 1.28 ± 0.2 1.68 ± 0.2 
-119- 
Differential inelastic cross section, Q = -7.9 MeV. 
Lab. Angle do /d2) mb/sr. 
(Degrees) 
Uncorrected Corrected 
20 3.10 ± 0.7 4.09 ± 0.8 
30 4.20 ± 0.9 5.54 ± 10 
34 2.89 ± 0.5 3.81 ± 0.6 
38.2 2.45 ± 1.4 3.23 ± 1.5 
50 2.46 ± 0.6 3.24 ± 0.6 
60 3.20 ± 0.7 4.22 ± 0.8 
70 2.30 ± 1.0 3.03 ± 1.0 
80 1.46 ± 0.7 1.92 ± 0.8 
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SCATTERING MODEL CALCULATIONS 
6.1 Introduction 
The scattering of particles as a means to probe the structure of 
a target has been customary experimental practice since the early days 
of electron diffraction experiments in the 1920's. The experiments on 
nucleon scattering off nuclei in the early fifties were motivated along 
similar lines although in this case a curious feature, namely the broad 
resonances in the neutron scattering data
(4)
started off a new field 
of research - that is the use of the optical model to describe the 
scattering of the incident nucleon. Historically, the concept of 
the optical model was initiated by Bethe (118) . Fernberg et al. and 
later Feshbach et al. developed it to include an imaginary potential 
to explain absorption. 
The absorption of light waves was explained by using a complex 
refractive index. Similarly an imaginary potential, in conjunction 
with a real potential, was needed to predict these broad scattering 
resonances (6,119,120) 
Better resolution and an increase in the energy of the incident 
projectile, from the key to MeV regions, made the scattering data look 
more promising of explanation by this model by the middle fifties and 
consequently the concept of the optical potential went through a gradual 
process of refinement. Attempts were being made to understand a complex 
many body scattering problem in terms of a one body potential, namely 
the optical potential. To be able to express a many body interaction 
in terms of an equivalent one body potential is appealing, not only 
-121- 
for its theoretical elegance but also because it provides a reasonably 
reliable and simple method of relating experimental data to theory. By 
1964 
 (121) 
 it was established without doubt that the phenomenological 
optical potential needed three nuclear components, the real central, 
imaginary and the spin orbit potential, the last term arising from the 
coupling between the spin and the orbital angular momentum of the 
incident particle. 
In 1968 Greenlees, Pyle and Tang, (GPT) 22 motivated by the work 
of DrellY23)  suggested a microscopic model. The CPT model was used to 
analyse scattering data. Since 1968 the phenomenological and many body 
interaction approaches to the optical model have achieved a great deal 
of success. Calculations of various degrees of complexity for the 
potential from a many body point of view have been successfully made. 
To date the majority of neutron scattering data analyses have been 
made, using an optical model in which neutron cross sections and polariza-
tions are calculated after solution of a time independent Schrodinger 
equation into which a complex interaction potential, the optical poten-
tial (OP), has been inserted. The real part is responsible mainly for. 
direct or shape elastic scattering (Chapter 1) and the imaginary part 
accounts for all other processes where the incident neutron is absorbed 
to form a compound nucleus. 
6.2 The Spherical Optical Model 
It is convenient to write the complex spherical optical potential 
as the sum of real and imaginary parts, and to express each part as the 
product of a depth and a radial form factor: 
U(r) = V f(r) + iWg(r) + V50 
 h(r) L• (6.1) 
-122- 
The form factors f(r) and g(r) are chosen to have a maximum 
value of unity so that V and W are the depth of the real and imaginary 
parts of the potential. f(r) and h(r) form factors were introduced 
in Chapter 1 as Woods-Saxon and Thomas Fermi respectively: 
f(r) = {l + exp[(r 
- 
r 
 R  A 
1/3
)/a} 1 (6.2) 
and 2 
Ii 1 d 
h(r) = m C) {l + expE(r 
- r A1/3)a } (6.3) 
IT 
The imaginary factor g(r), is usually given a surface peaked 
form. It is believed 
 (124) 
 that at low energy the absorption of the 
incoming nucleon occurs at the surface of the target nucleus. Con-
venient and widely used forms are the derivative Woods-Saxon and 
Gaussian radial dependence. The former will be used in the analysis 
presented here. It is 





Solution of the SchrUdinger equation with the potential given in (6.1) 
leads to the elements of the scattering matrix. (S matrix) and from 
these elements the shape elastic, the total, integrated elastic, 
integrated absorption, differential shape elastic cross sections and 
differential polarizations can be calculated. In the energy domain 
of the present work both elastic and inelastic scattering occur through 
the direct nuclear reaction of the incident neutron with the target 
nucleus. The elastic scattering is therefore described by the spherical 
optical model, while the direct inelastic process is described using 
a deformed optical potential in the distorted wave Born Approximation 
(DWBA) calculations. 
-123- 
6.3 The Distorted Wave Theory of the Direct Excitation of Collective 
States - Extension to the Spherical Optical Model (O.M.) 
The theoretical model with whose predictions the present measurements 
are compared is based upon the collective model of nuclear structure. 
The excitation of low lying collective nuclear states by a direct 
nuclear interaction has been known to be an important process in the 
scattering of medium energy alpha particles and proton scattering  (
24) 
 
This process is also important for neutrons. It is known that fast 
neutrons can also strongly excite these collective states(25)  
The collective nuclear model first proposed by Aage Bohr in 
l952(125 has been found to be successful in accounting for the ex- 
cited energy levels due to the collective motion of the nuclear 
surface. The collective nuclear model description has a wide range 
of validity. Such a description, has been shown to be in good agree- 
ment with experiment for the excitation of quadrupole and octupole 
vibrations in even nuclei by the inelastic scattering of alpha par- 
ticles and protons, and has been extended to "core excitation" in 
odd nuclei. The theory is based upon .a natural extension of the 
optical model to include non-spherical potentials, or the coupling 
of odd nucleon to core vibrations in nuclei whose average shape is 
spherical. In a perturbation treatment the non-spherical parts of 
the potential are taken to induce inelastic scattering to these 
collective vibrational or rotational states. This is calculated 
in the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA), the spherical part 
of the potential giving rise to the elastic scattering described 
by the distorted waves. The parameters of this potential can then 
be determined by optical model analysis of the observed elastic 
-124- 
scattering; all that remains is the strength (or deformation) of 
the non-spherical part to be obtained by comparison with the experi- 
mental inelastic cross section. 
The detailed formalism of the OWBA has been described elsewhere (
22,126)
, 
so only the important features of this theory will be mentioned here. 
The DWBA theory of the inelastic scattering A(a, a')A' is based 
upon a transition amplitude of the form: 
T fi = J 
dr X*(Kf,r)  <A'JVJA> x (K.,r) (6.5) 
in which K. and K are the initial and final momentum of the scat- 
1 f 
tering particle. In the scattering process the target nucleus is ex-
cited from state A to state A'. The differential cross section is 
proportional to IT,,. 12, suitably averaged over the orientations of the 
nuclear and projectile spins. The functions x(K1,r) and x(Kr) 
are the distorted waves which describe the relative motion (including the 
elastic scattering of the pair) before and after the inelastic col-
lision. The superscript (+) or (-) denotes the usual outgoing or 
ingoing wave boundary conditions. The remaining factor in (6.5) is the 
matrix element of the interaction causing the inelastic event. It can 
be written as the product of a radial function and a spherical harmonic, 
= f(r) Y'01 0 (6.6) 
where (r, 0, ) are the coordinates of the projectile and 9, the 
angular momentum transfer between initial and final states. In equation 
(6.6), L is determined by the spin of the state excited and the spin 
of the ground state (for odd nuclei), but the nucThar model chosen deter-
mines the radial shape f(r) of the interaction. The deformed potential 
BNO 
model used here assumes that the potential strength depends only on 
the distance Cr - R) from the nuclear surface, the commonly used 
Woods-Saxon potential is of this form. The surface is then allowed 
to be non-spherical 
m 
R(e,) = R 0  [1 + a Y9,m i (6, )J . (6.7) 
ith 
The interaction V is then obtained by using equation (6.7) and ex-
panding the optical potential to first order in a, the deformation 
parameter, 
U(r-R) = UCr-R ) R a Y7(e, I 0 0 U(r-R0) ... (6.8) im 
The first term can be identified with the spherical optical potential 
needed to describe the observed elastic scattering, while the second 
term is the potential used in equations (6.5) and (6.6). 
The distorted wave theory as just described briefly is then a 
first-order theory in two senses. The interaction (6.8) is expanded 
only to first order in the deformation parameters a and the tran-
sition amplitude (6.5) is itself only first order in V, and thus a. 
It has been demonstrated that this is a good approximation even for 
quite large deformation (
25) 
 . The validity of the DWBA for inelastic 
scattering from nuclei has been discussed by Perey and Satchler (127)• 
6.4 Optical Model Analysis 
6.4.1 Analysis of the elastic scattering data. 
The elastic scattering data were analysed by the optical model 
theory. The potential used was identical to that of (6.1), the real 
-126- 
part of the potential used a Woods-Saxon form factor (6.2), a surface 
peaked form factor was used for the imaginary potential (6.4) and a 
Thomas-Fermi form factor for spin orbit term (6.3), 
-1 . 2 A' U(r) = _V(eX+]jl + 4a1 iW , (e +1) + £a (—) V m so 
71 
1 d (eX+l)_l (6.90) 
where: X (r 
- 
r  Ah/3)/a and F = (r - r1 AU3)/a1 
(6.10) 
No attempt was made to search for a.new set of parameters. 
4 sets of published optical model parameters were used for the analysis 
of the elastic scattering data (Table 6.1). Parameter set 1 is the 
averaged parameters used by Stelson et alJ25 to analyse scattering 
of neutrons by a wide range of nuclear mass. Potential parameter set 
2 is taken from an evaluation of neutron and gamma production cross 
section data for lead by Fu and perey(128). Parameters in set 3 are 
taken from an evaluation of neutron data for Bismuth reported in 1982 
by Bersillon et ai.(129).  While this work was being completed a new 
set of optical model parameters for lead in the energy range of 7 to 
50 MeV became available by Finlay et al.  (130). These parameters are 
also tabulated in Table (6.1) as set 4. 
In the choice of OM parameters extracted from elastic scattering data 
some care should be taken to avoid using parameters based on data con- 
taminated with inelastic neutrons. Data on nuclei which have the 
smallest quadrupole excitation energy and therefore the most difficult 
to resolve experimentally have the largest distortion and hence the 
largest cross section for inelastic scattering. 
TABLE 6.1 Optical Model Parameters used for Elastic and Inelastic Scattering Data Analysis. 
V r  a  WD r1  a1  WV r  a 
(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (Hey) (fm) (fm) 
Set 1 (Stelson et al.) 44.0 1.25 0.65 9.60 1.25 0.47 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Set 2 (Fu & Perey) 43.50 1.25 0.65 9.56 1.25 0.47 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Set 3 (Bersillon et al.) 42.34 1.265 0.65 6.26 1.235 0.50 1.12 1.235 0.5 
Set 4 (Finlay et al.) 44.75 1.25 0.685 5.91 1.283 0.569 0.50 1.283 0.569 
V 



















Finlay et al., ref. (130) 
V = 49.13 - 0.31E 
1.205 
aR = 0.685 
WV = -2.03+0.18E, E>11.20 
ri = 1.283 
a1 = 0.569  
V50 = 5.75 E<50.0 
r = 1.105 so 
a = 0.499 so 
WD = 6.36-0.47(10.71-E), 7.0E10.71 
= 6.36-0.13(E.-10.71), 10.71< E<50.0 
Bersillon et al., ref. (129) 
r(fm) 
V = 45.45 - 0.22E 1.265 
W = 2.2+ 0.47E (E < 10 MeV) 
1 235 6.9-0.045E (B > 10 MeV) 
WV = 0.08E 1.235 
V5or 5.5 1.08 
-128- 
It seemed that Stelson et aiJ25 have been conscious of the 
problem of the inelastic contamination when they proposed their average 
optical model potential parameters. 
Figs. (6.1) - (6.4) present the comparison between the data and the 
optical model calculations of the angular distribution, using parameters 
of set 1 to set 4 respectively. The agreement between the calculations 
and the experiment are equally good for three sets of parameters (set 1, 
set 2, and set 4). 
There is, however, a marked disagreement between the predicted 
cross section angular distribution by Bersillon et al. 
 (129) 
 para- 
meters and the experimental data. These parameters produce 
angular distribution which is higher than the data over the whole 
angular range. Fig. (6.3) shows the extent to which the predicted 
angular distribution by Fu and Perey parameters (set 2) and that of 
Bersillon et al. differ. 
The major difference between Finlay et al.'s optical model 
parameters and Stelson et al.'s parameters, as can be seen in Table 6.1, 
is the magnitude of the surface peaked Woods-Saxon imaginary potentials, 
although the Finlay et al. parameters have also an additional small 
volume type potential. These differences seem to have influenced the 
cross section angular distribution at only 25 degrees and beyond 
around 110 degrees. 
6.4.2 Analysis of the inelastic scattering data. 
The comparison made between the elastic scattering data of the 
present work and the optical model (OM) calculations based on the 
parameters of Table (6.1) in the previous section, showed that the 
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supported by our data. 
Using these two sets of parameters, macroscopic collective model 
calculations were performed with the Distorted Wave Born Approximation .  
(DWBA) Code DWUCK-4'35 . In the DWBA method the optical optential is 
made non-spherical to account for the collective motions (rotations 
or vibrations) of the nucleus. The non-spherical part of the poten- 
tial induces inelastic events. 
The shape of the inelastic angular distribution calculated by 
the DWBA method is determined by the angular momentum transfer £. 
The magnitude of the cross section is proportional to a , the 
deformation parameter, and can be found by normalizing the calculated 
curve to the experimental data points. The deformation parameter 
was calculated as follows: 
I 
n r (8 1. ) 2 
= I exp i I (6.11) 
1 [C 
n i I I 
DWUCK(Oi)]  
where n is the number of experimental data points. 
The vibrational excitation of the odd nucleus 209 
83 
is inter-
pretd as a coupling of the h
9,
,2 proton to the excited core of 82 Pb 
The cross section of the resulting multiplet, not resolvable in neutron 
experiments, is then equal to that for the analogous collective excita- 
08 
tion of 
82 2 Pb, enabling a comparison of S-values. 
In order to establish the spin of each excited state where it is 
not known, the data were compared with seven different 2, values 
= 1 to i = 7) angular distributions resulting from distorted wave 
calculations. A quantitative measure of the goodness of fit was then 
provided by x2 defined as: 
-130- 
Iah(e exp 1 ) 
- a 
(Q))2 
X 2 = I . (6.12) 
1=1 a (6.) 
exp 1 
6.4.3 Discussion of individual excitation levels 
Q = -2.6 MeV 
The excited state at 2.61 MeV in 208  Phis reported as being a 
highly collective The excitation at 2.6 MeV energy group 
. . (3d) has been taken by Stelson et al. 
(25) 
 and Kuijper et al. to be an 
= 3 excitation. For pure Z = 3 and £ = 5 Figs. (6.5) and (6.6) 
show that the agreement between DWBA prediction and all the available 
data for 2.6 MeV excitation is only good for approximately the 400_700 
angular range. For angles smaller than 400 the cross section for 
this level is underestimated and for angles beyond 700  the calculated 
cross section tends to be higher than the measurements reported by 
Stelson et al., Matoba et al. and the data of this work. Stelson et 
al. prediction of pure £ = 3 for 2.6 MeV excitation is not decisive 
because, due to having-too few data points, they could not observe the 
discrepancies between calculation and measurements at forward angles 
(0 < 40) and also for the same reason at backward angles. In addition, 
their deformation parameter produced in their publication for £ = 3 
appears to differ from our calculation by 40%. 
Matoba et al. have interpreted the excitation group at 2.6 MeV 
as being due to the excitations of 2.615 MeV state (i = 3 = 0.110) 
and 3.198 MeV state (i = 5, = 0.060) in 208Th. However, in our 
experiment, both such states ought to be separated on grounds of better 
energy resolution. In addition, as a result of the small deformation of 
the state at 3.198 MeV (65 = 0.060) obtained by proton inelastic scattering 
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measurement, this state is not expected to make a significant contri-
bution to the inelastic scattering process. To show this, the inelastic 
angular distribution due to both 2.615 14eV state ($3  = 0.110) and 
3.198 14eV state ($5  = 0.060) was calculated using stelson et al. para-
meters. The fitting between experiment and theory did not improve, 
Fig. (6.7). Calculations using Finlay et al.'s optical model para-
meters with deformations ($3  = 0.110) and ($3  = 0.110 + $ 5 =0.060), 
Figs. (6.8) and (6.9), showed better agreement between the data and 
calculations particularly at forward angles. At 80 and 90 degrees the 
predicted values tend to be higher than the measurements. 
The above discussion is strictly valid for the 
208 
Pb core, coup-
ling of the 83rd proton to the 208Th core results in 7 states with 
spins from /2 to 
15 
/2 around 2.6 14eV state in 
209 
Bi, which could 
account for the discrepancy between calculations based on 208Pb core 
and 3 sets of available data in the backward angle region. 
Q = - 3.4 14eV 
No previous neutron scattering measurements have been reported for 
this excited state. This state can be identified with the state at 
around 3.4 MeV observed in neutron, alpha, and proton inelastic experi- 
ments (110) ent in Pb . An excitation state with 3.4 14eV energy has 
also been reported to have been observed in 209Bi, based on the studies 
of (a, d) stripping reaction on 
207 
 Pb, (a, t) reaction on 
208 
 Pb, 
and (n,n'y) reaction in 2093i. 
The DWBA calculation for the 3.4 14eV energy group was performed 
with Finlay et al. and Stelson et al. OH parameters for £ = 1 to 
9. = 7 angular momentum transfer, Figs. (6.10) to (6.12). The present 
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values for each calculated curve, obtained with various 9. values, 
were calculated in order to distinguish the favourite spin for this 
level. The reported spin for this excitation is 4 (110)  and our data 
fits best with the 9. = 4 or 9. = 6 distribution, possibly 9. = 6 
is the most favoured spin by our dataalthough the quality of fit differs 
little for the even 9. values. Table (6.2) compares the 9. values 
obtained with different sets of ON parameters (Table 6.1). It is worth 
pointing out that the Finlay et al. parameters result in a better fit 
to our data. 
TABLE (6.2) - Q2 -3.4 MeV 
Angular momentum Finlay et al. Stelson et al. 
transfer ON parameters ON parameters 
1 3.0 4.2 
2 1.6 1.8 
3 2.0 3.5 
4 1.6 1.4 
5 2.0 2.2 
6 1.4 1.3 
7 2.6 2.7 
Q = -4.2 Hey 
On the basis of the level scheme of 208 Pb(110), the 4.2 MeV group 
is believed to be due to the excitation of a multiplet consisting of a 
2 state at 4.086 MeV 02  = 0.056), 4 state at 4.323 Hey 04  = 0.066) 
and C state at 4.425 Hey = 0.066). The 4.323 state is reported 
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any pure 9.  value could describe the data satisfactorily. 
An admixture of (2. = 2, 2 = 0.056), (9. = C, = 0.066) and 
(9. = 6, S6 = 0.066) can describe the data very well, particularly 
with the Stelson et al. parameters (Fig. 6.13). When the Finlay et 
al. OM parameters are used for the DWBA calculation, with the same 
admixture, it gave a cross section slightly lower than the data, 
particularly at forward angles, Fig. (6.14). It seemed, however, 
that a slight increase ( 10%) in the magnitude of the deformations 
can result in an equally good fit to data for the 4.2 MeV group with 
the Finlay et al. parameters. 
= -4.8 MeV 
The 4.8 MeV excitation level can be identified with the core ex-
citation of 208Th at the same energy observed in proton inelastic. 
scattering study(110). The 4.8 MeV excitation energy has been re- 
(131) 209 ported by Bertrand and Lewis when Bi was excited by 62 MeV 
protons. The suggested spin for this energy group is 7 and 0. 
However, the calculated angular distributions for various 2. values 
using Stelson et al. and Finlay et al. OM parameters are not so 
decisive and favour one of the four 2. = 2, 2. = 4, 9. = 5 and 9. = 6, 
depending on the optical parameters used for the calculations, Figs. 
(6.15) to (6.18). Table 6.3 demonstrates the values of x2 for each 
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- Q = -4.8 MeV 
Angular momentum Finlay et al. Stelson et al. 
transfar 9 OM Parameters OM Parameters 
1 1.7 2.2 
2 1.2 1.3 
3 1.4 1.8 
4 1.4 1.2 
5 1.0 1.2 
6 1.3 1.3 
7 1.6 1.5 
Q = - 5.5 MeV 
The angular distribution for the 5.5 MeV energy group is shown 
in Fig. (6.19), for 7 Z transfers (i = 1 to i = 7) using the 
Stelson et al. OM parameters. An excitation level at 5.5 ± 0.3 MeV 
has been observed by Kuijper et al. (30), and at 5.8 MeV by Matoba at 
al. 
 (31)
,  both in 14 MeV neutron inelastic scattering studies. The 
suggested £ value by Kuijper et al. for this excitation group is 
i = 2, whereas Matoba et al. have fitted their data with an £ = 3 
angular momentum transfer. 
The comparison of x2 obtained from fitting our data with 7 £ 
values for each set of ON parameters is presented in Table (6.4). 
Calculations based on Finlay et al. parameters tend to select £ = 4, 
however in the case of Stelson et al. parameters the choice is different 
and £ = 2 appears to be the most favoured £ value for this 
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quite likely that the 5.5 MeV group is a composite of a few states and 
that attributing a pure 9. value to this excitation would not describe 
the data satisfactorily. 
Fig. (6.20) shows the agreement between Z = 4 distribution and 
the data. In Figs. (6.21) and (6.22) the DWBA calculations for 6 other 
9. values have been presented. 
TABLE 6.4 
- 
- 5.5 MeV 
. x2  
Angular momentum Finlay et al. Stelson et al. 
transfer £ parameters 
- 
parameters 
1 3.1 3.7. 
2 2.0 1.7 
3 2.0. 3.5 
4 1.0 2.2 
5 2.0 2.0 
6 4.3 4.6 
7 2.5 2.5 
= 
- 6.2 MeV 
There is no previous cross section measurement of the 6.2 MeV 
state. Kuijper et aiJ3° observed by 14 MeV neutron scattering a 
state in 
209 
 Bi with an energy of 6.4 ± 0.2 MeV. Their data, however, 
for this state were too uncertain to be analysed. The 6.2 MeV state 
has also been observed in electron inelastic scattering experiments110). 
- The spin of this state is not established. It has been expressed 
with doubt that the 6.2 MeV state may have a spin of 2 (110),  a spin 
of 1 also has been suggested(10). 
'Jill 
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The data of this experiment have been compared with angular dis-
tributions obtained by 7 angluar momentum transfer values (9. = 1 to 
9. = 7) for two sets of different OH parameters and the x2 values are 
tabulated in Table (6.5). 
TABLE (6.5) Q = - 6.2 MeV 
x2  
Angular momentum Finlay et al. Stelson et al. 
transfer 9. OM parameters OH parameters 
1 1.5 3.6 
2 3.6 2.7 
3 3.1 3.0 
4 39 3.0 
5 3.l 3.5 
6 3.1 3.6 
7 3.0 3.4 
In the case of the Finlay et al. parameters, the values of x2  
have a rather strong tendency to suggest that 9. = 1 is preferred 9. 
for our data, Figs. (6.23) to (6.25), whereas similar calculations 
using Stelson et al. OM parameters are in favour of supporting 9. = 2. 
Fig. (6.26) shows angular distributions based on Stelson et al. OM 
parameters. 
= -6.8 HeV 
The excitation group at 6.8 Hey is likely to be due to the excita-
tion of a few states around 6.8 HeV observed by proton inelastic 
scattering in 208 
(110)lb  
There is not any suggested value for the 
spin of this state. It is most likely that the excitation at this energy 
-137- 
is a mixture of more than one spin. 
Tabulated values of x2,  Table (6.6) suggest preferred values of 
2. = 3 and 9. = 7 supported by both sets of OM parameters, Figs. (6.27) 
(6.28) and (6.30), although in case of Finlay et al. parameters 2. = 4 
is also a possibility, Fig. (6.29). 
TABLE 6.6 Q = -6.8 MeV. 
X2  
Angular.momentum Finlay et al. Stelson et al. 
transfer 9. OM parameters OM parameters 
1 5.8 5.2 
2 3.7 3.3 
3 2.5 3.1 
4 2.7 4.3 
5 3.3 3.4 
6 5.9 7.8 
7 2.8 3.1 
Q = - 7.1 MeV 
4 excited states with 7.168 MeV, 7.172 Mev, 7.179 MeV and 7.202 
209 (llo) 
MeV energies have been reported previously for Bi . 
There is an indication that 2. = 3 could be the most favoured 
spin for our data on this energy group, Fig. (6.32), independent of ON 
parameters used, unlike the case for the two previous states at 6.2 
MeV and 6.8 MeV. Table (6.7) shows the x2 values for various 2. 
values, Figs. (6.31), (6.33) and (6.34) show the comparison between 
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TABLE (6.7) Q = - 7.1 MeV 
x2 
Angular momentum Finlay et al. Stelson et al. 
transfer 2. OM parameters ON parameters 
1 1.9 2.0 
2 1.5 0.9 
3 0.6 0.7 
4 1.62 2.7 
5 0.8 0.9 
6 2.79 4.2 
7 1.0 1.1 
= -7.4 MeV 
The 7.4 MeV group can be identified with an excitation energy 
of 7.416 MeV reported for 2093i (110) Kuijper et al. have also 
reported in their publication 
 (30) 
 the existence of an excited state 
in 209 B at 7.3 ± 0.3 MeV, though their data for this state was not 
analysed due to being uncertain at some angles. Fig. (6.35) shows 
DWBA calculation for 2. = 1 to 2. = 7 using Stelson et al. para-
meters. Figs. (6.36) - (6.38) show similar calculations with Finlay 
et al. ON parameters. It appears from the table of x2 values that 
2. = 1, being indicated by both ON parameter sets, can possibly be 
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TABLE 6.8 Q = -7.4 MeV. 
x2  
Angular momentum Finlay at al. Stelson at al. 
transfer Z OM parameters OM parameters 
1 1.7 1.7 
2 2.4 1.8 
3 3.0 2.7 
4 2.0 2.4 
5 2.6 2.8 
6 2.4 2.4 
7 2.2 2.3 
= -7.9 MeV 
An excitation energy equal to 7.99 MeV is known to exist in 
208 (110) 
Pb . The spin for this state, however, is not known. 
In Fig. (6.39) DWBA calculations of inelastic cross section angular 
distributions for Z 1 to £ = 7 with Stelson at al. parameters are 
shown. x2 calculated on the b asis of these calculations and that of 
Finlay et al. indicate that £ = 1 is favoured by the inelastic 
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The central aim of this project was to develope and construct a 
fast neutron spectrometer with. good energy resolution properties. This 
objective has been achieved by the construction of a high energy resolu-
tion associated particle time of flight spectrometer with approximately 
300 key energy resolution for 14 MeV neutrons. 
This energy resolution achieved by the associated particle time of 
flight technique is comparable with recently reported energy resolution (130) 
utilizing a modern pulsed beam Scattering System. Such an energy resolu-
tion is adequate for most nuclei, in particular for light and medium 
weight nuclei with relatively well-separated energy levels. 
Scattering measurements using the Spectrometer described above have 
been made on Bismuth-209 differential cross-sections. The measured elastic 
cross sections have been compared with previous measurements and show a 
good agreement with previous work. Inelastic scattering cross section 
measurements have been made for 10 excited states in Bismuth, with an 
excitation energy between 2.6 MeV to 7.9 MeV, seven of these states being 
states for which no previous neutron inelastic data exists. The measure-
ment for the three previously studied states could also decisively 
confirm two of the three reported measurements, for 2.6 MeV and 4.2 MeV 
states and remove the existing discrepancies. 
The inelastic data have been compared with deformed optical model 
calculations using the DWBA theory of direct reactions and the deformation 
parameters for the excited states deduced. Indication of the most probable 
-142- 
transition angular momentum change was deduced for each excited state. 
This comparison provides a good test for the theory of scattering 
through direct reaction. 
Differential inelastic cross sections calculated with the OWEA 
theory were similar to the experimental data. However, in view of 
the complexity of the states in Bismuth, all of which could not 
realistically be resolved in neutron experiments, it was not possible 
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